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ABSTRACT 

 

 Nitrite (NO2
-) is an important reservoir of nitric oxide (NO), which participates in a wide range 

of physiological activities such as neurotransmission, vasodilation, and immune response. Nitrite 

represents a tightly regulated and important circulating reservoir for NO in biological systems. 

Here, we attempt to identify and mechanistically study new anaerobic pathways by which copper 

sites can activate NO and NO2
- to generate oxidants capable of modifying a range of biologically 

relevant substrates.  

 Chapter 1 aims to provide a detailed overview of the different species involved in the chemistry 

of NO signaling as well as how transition metals play a key role in the biological activity of nitrite- 

and NO-related enzymes. Model complexes are one of the most powerful tools that are used to 

better understand the chemistry behind metalloproteins, therefore, the most important synthetic 

small molecules that help us to have a better handle on nitrite and NO will be discussed. 

 While copper containing enzymes are known to reduce nitrite to nitric oxide, in Chapter 2, we 

report a new pathway to release nitric oxide via oxygen atom transfer (OAT) from nitrite at a 

copper(II) site. In this chapter, employing -diketiminato copper(II) nitrites [CuII](2-O2N), we 

mechanistically outline the O-atom transfer (OAT) from nitrite to electron-rich substrates that 

generates nitric oxide. This study reveals a new pathway that could be operative in nitrosative and 

oxidative stress under hypoxic conditions to ensure NO generation is not impaired due to lack of 

bioavailable oxygen. 
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 In Chapter 3, reaction of the -diketiminato model complex [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) with phenols 

outlines the coupled generation of NO with phenol oxidation by nitrite at copper(II). Kinetic 

studies support nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl group of phenols ArOH on the bound nitrite in 

[CuII](2-O2N) to give the copper(II) hydroxide [CuII]-OH along with the O-nitrosated phenol 

ArONO that ultimately leads to the corresponding biphenol or o-nitrophenol. The especially 

electron-rich antioxidant -tocapherol (vitamin E) quickly generates NO upon interaction with 

[CuII](2-O2N). X-ray analysis of the oxidation products of the -tocapherol analogue PMC reveal 

formation of an elusive O-quinone methide bound to [CuI], revealing two-electron oxidation of 

PMC by [CuII](2-O2N). These studies illustrate anaerobic pathways that generate NO from nitrite 

at copper(II) sites that result in phenol oxidation. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE CHEMISTRY OF NITRIC OXIDE SIGNALING 

 

 

1.1. Introduction 

 The oxides of nitrogen, specially nitric oxide (NO) and nitrite (NO2
-) are key components of 

the global nitrogen cycle and are important intermediates in a wide range of chemical, biological, 

and environmental processes. Nature has evolved different ways to manage the interconversion 

between these nitrogen oxides via a great number of enzymes which possess metal-containing 

active sites to facilitate these reactions. An understanding of the discrete chemical mechanisms by 

which these nitric oxide species form, interconvert, and react with biologically relevant molecular 

sites is crucial to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of nitric oxide signaling pathways 

involved in a myriad of physiological processes in health and disease. 

 

Figure 1.1. Conversion of nitrite to different oxides of nitrogen in biology is handled by a 

variety of metalloenzymes. 
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 While pathways for enzymatic interconversion of these species at metal sites are challenging to 

study, bioinorganic molecular models are critical tools that help us outline molecular pathways 

that allow for interconversion between NO and NO2
−, enlightening the diverse biochemistry of 

nitric oxide. Here, we aim to illustrate new mechanisms for the signaling chemistry of nitrite and 

nitric oxide through exploring synthetic copper nitrite complexes inspired by the chemical biology 

of this pivotal signaling molecule, NO. 

1.1.1. Nitric Oxide Chemical Biology and Signaling 

 One of the most important nitrogen-containing free radicals is nitric oxide (NO) which is also 

the smallest member in this family. For a long time, nitric oxide was considered only as a 

poisonous, pungent-smelling gas: an unpleasant and dangerous product of the oxidation of 

ammonia and of incomplete combustion of gasoline in motor vehicle until its discovery as an 

endogenous product released by endothelial cells connected to smooth muscle relaxation in 1980.1 

Vascular endothelium is a layer of cells that covers the inner surface of the vasculature and acts as 

a bioactive interface between the blood and the vascular wall. The endothelium is involved in 

many aspects of vascular biology by generating substances to uphold vascular homeostasis and in 

the control of vascular tone.2 Ever since NO was designated “Molecule of the Year” by Science 

Magazine in 1992,1 and the 1998 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to the 

discovery of NO as the “endothelium-derived relaxing factor”, research on reactive nitrogen 

species has only intensified in medical science and bioinorganic chemistry. 

 In mammals, NO is one of three important gaseous signaling molecules that controls a plethora 

of functions including vasodilation, neurotransmission and immune response (the other two 

signaling molecules are carbon monoxide CO and hydrogen sulfide H2S). The biological effects 
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of NO are dictated by its free radical nature and extremely high reactivity with other radicals and 

transition metals (Figure 1.2).  

 

Figure 1.2. Key reactions of nitric oxide that contribute to its diverse signaling properties. 

1.1.2. Free Radicals in Biology 

 Free radical reactive nitrogen species receive great attention because they are generated by our 

body by a variety of endogenous systems, exposure to different physiochemical conditions or 

pathological states. It is ironic that oxygen and nitrogen, both among the most important elements 

for life, under certain situations have detrimental effects on the human body. It is extremely 

necessary for our body to have a balance between free radicals and antioxidants to ensure proper 

physiological functions. If free radicals dominate the biological system comparing to the 

antioxidants and disturb body’s ability to regulate them, a condition known as oxidative – and in 

some cases nitrosative – stress ensues. Therefore, it is very important that external sources of 

antioxidants are supplied to prevent the damage from this oxidative / nitrosative stress in these 
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cases and this has led to a great deal of attention toward discovery and synthesis of effective, 

nontoxic natural compounds with antioxidant activity in recent years. 

 

Scheme 1.1. Small molecules involved in NO signaling and nitrosative stress in biology. 

1.1.3. Concept of Oxidative Stress 

 The term “oxidative stress” is used to describe the biological condition of oxidative damage 

resulting from the imbalance between free radical production and antioxidant defense activity. 

This condition in the short term may happen in tissues that are injured by trauma, infection, normal 

biochemical reactions, increased exposure to the environment, higher levels of dietary xenobiotics, 

heat injury, toxins, and excessive exercise among others. These affected tissues can then generate 

more radical producing enzymes such as xanthine oxidase, lipogenase, cyclooxygenase, etc. or 

disrupt the electron transfer chains of phosphorylation (the addition of a phosphate group (PO4
3–) 

to a protein or other organic compound, thereby regulating its function and activity which is 

enzymatically regulated by kinases (which phosphorylate proteins) and phosphatases (which 

dephosphorylate protein)) that causes excess reactive oxygen species to be produced. These 

excessively produced reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are 

responsible for the oxidative stress in different pathophysiological conditions. 

 Oxidative stress has been shown to play a role in many health conditions such as inflammatory 

diseases (arthritis, vasculitis, adult respiratory disease syndrome), certain cancers, ischemic 

diseases (heart disease, stroke, intestinal schema), hemochromatosis, gastric ulcers, hypertension 
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and preeclampsia, neurological disorder (Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, muscular 

dystrophy), alcoholism, smoking-related diseases, the process of aging, and many others.3 High 

levels of oxidative stress can deteriorate lipids and proteins, which is associated with major 

changes in their structure and functions. 

1.1.4. Nitric Oxide Synthases (NOSs) 

  Impaired bioavailability of NO can cause serious problems such as sickle cell disease and a 

decrease of the NO-dependent blood flow. Nonetheless, the overproduction of NO and some other 

reactive nitrogen species has been implicated in several pathological conditions such as infection 

conditions, diabetes, and Parkinson’s disease. Therefore, there exists a very delicate balance 

between NO formation and consumption in living cells. 

 

Figure 1.3. Diseases and lifestyle factors associated with reduced bioavailability of NO.  
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 Tremendous knowledge has been accumulated on the mechanism of the nitric oxide synthase – 

nitric oxide (NOS – NO) pathway, but how this highly reactive, free radical gas signals to specific 

targets for precise regulation of cardiovascular function remains the focus of much intense 

research. Studies show that NO regulates cardiovascular function through two distinct pathways: 

an indirect pathway by the activation of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) and its downstream 

stimulation of protein kinase G (PKG), and a direct pathway by the S-nitrosylation of proteins.4-5 

These signaling pathways are substantially modified by the concentration of NO and ROS. 

 

Figure 1.4. General pathway by which NOS generates NO. 

 Impaired activity of NOS enzymes and dysregulation of NOS-NO signaling which are 

commonly caused by nitrosative stress (mostly due to ONOO- production) and oxidative 

inactivation, can lead to serious biological issues. Therefore, therapies have been developed to 

restore physiological NO signaling, either by restoring NO production and bioavailability or by 

targeting signaling elements downstream of NO generation. Although, it is important to note that 

only a few drug candidates designed to directly activate NO signaling have reached the clinic, the 

most important one of these is inhaled NO for the treatment of newborns with pulmonary arterial 

hypertension (PAH) and phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors to treat erectile dysfunction. 
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Therapeutic modulation of NO signaling is challenging as it is quite difficult to make sure the 

effects occur at the current location, time and amount. In addition to such medical approaches, NO 

bioavailability may be enhanced by regular physical exercise and by adhering to certain healthy 

eating patterns. There are, for example, naturally abundant NO precursors available, such as 

inorganic nitrate (NO3
-) and nitrite (NO2

-) present in many different food groups that have been 

linked with cardiovascular protection. 

 

1.2. Chemical Species Involved in Nitric Oxide Signaling 

 A detailed understanding of all the different chemical species that are involved in NO signalling 

pathways is key to better comprehend the biological aspects and the various roles that NO plays 

in health-related issues. In addition to the nitric oxide radical itself, the most important classes of 

molecules that are involved in NO chemistry are nitroxyl (HNO), S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs), 

hyponitrite ([ONNO]2-), nitrous oxide (N2O), nitrite (NO2
-), and nitrate (NO3

-). If organized based 

on the oxidation state of the nitrogen atom: (III) NO2
-, RSNOs; (II) NO; (I) HNO, N2O, [ONNO]2. 

 

Figure 1.5. Relevant species in the NO signalling chemistry categorized based on the 

oxidation state of the nitrogen atom. 
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 The interconversion between these species is an integral part of the NO signalling chemistry, 

thus it is becoming increasingly important to investigate the mechanism and details of these 

reactions such as NO / NO2
-, NO / N2O, NO / RSNO, etc. Under physiological conditions, many 

of the interconversions between the aforementioned nitrogen containing compounds are facilitated 

by the transition metals present in the active sites of proteins which catalyse a wide range of 

reactions in biochemical systems. Among different atoms, copper and iron are the most common 

elements involved in the chemistry of reactive nitrogen species and it has always been of great 

interest to gain more insight into how copper and iron cofactors handle a substantial number of 

reactions in biology. After many years of scientific research, it is now established that synthetic 

small molecule model complexes of natural systems are crucial to better understand the chemistry 

of metalloproteins in biology. For instance, model complexes allow for very low temperature 

spectroscopic identification and analysis of potential reaction intermediates of metalloenzymes. 

Out of all the important intermediates in the nitric oxide chemistry, metal-nitrites [M]-NO2
- have 

been extensively studied through different systems with different transition metals. In this work, 

we have mostly focused on copper nitrite complexes and looked at their reactivity in different 

systems and reactions. 

 

1.3. Nitric Oxide (NO) 

1.3.1. NO Chemistry 

 Nitric oxide (NO) is a colorless gas and a unique type of transmitter in the nervous system. 

Despite having a very short lifetime of about few seconds and being a highly reactive free radical, 

once produced in the central nervous system, NO diffuses rapidly across membranes to act on 
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neighboring cells. The receptors are tuned to detect subnanomolar concentrations of NO and 

rapidly transduce them into micromolar concentrations of cyclic GMP. These features make NO 

ideal for a transient paracrine (between adjacent cells) and autocrine (within a single cell) signaling 

molecule. 

 Although highly reactive, nitric oxide is a stable free radical with an unpaired electron in its π* 

molecular orbital as shown in Figure 1.6. Suggested by electron spin resonance studied, as well as 

the MO diagram of nitric oxide molecule, NO is a nitrogen-centered radical. 

 

Figure 1.6. Molecular orbital (MO) diagram of NO illustrating why NO is a “nitrogen-

centered” radical. 
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  This electronic structure explains the high reactivity of the NO molecule, in particular its 

tendency of oxidation to the nitrosonium ion (NO+), the probability of reduction to the nitroxide 

ion (NO-), and the facile attack by oxygen to form NO2. The oxidized form NO+ is isoelectronic 

with CO and CN-, while the reduced form NO- is isoelectronic with O2, having a triplet ground 

state. Being isoelectronic with dioxygen makes metal nitrosyl complexes interesting research 

targets which have structural and electronic analogies with biological oxygen activators. NO can 

be an effective probe of metalloenzyme structure and function, where a spectroscopic examination 

of the resting or oxygenated enzyme is difficult or impossible because of instability. 

 

Figure 1.7. MO diagrams for nitrosonium (NO+), nitric oxide (NO), and nitroxide (NO-) 

along with their Lewis structures. 

 The bond length of free NO is 1.154 Å which is between that of a double (1.25 Å) and a triple 

(1.06 Å) bond.6 As explained by the MO diagram of nitric oxide molecule, this bond length is 
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equivalent to a bond order of 2.5. In comparison, the oxidized form NO+ has a bond order of 3 that 

leads to a shorter N-O bond distance of 1.06 Å. On the other hands, NO- leads has a bond order of 

2 which gives rise to an increased N-O bond length of 1.26 Å.6 These bond length changes are also 

reflected in the IR profiles of these species: Neutral NO has a NO stretching frequency of νNO = 

1875 cm-1 while this number goes down for NO- (νNO = 1470 cm-1) and up for NO+ (νNO = 2377 

cm-1). The Lewis structure for different electronic configurations of the nitrosyl ligand can explain 

how nitric oxide can bind to transition metals in two different forms: bent vs. linear. When 

positively charged, NO+ prefers a linear geometry and acts as a three-electron donor, whereas when 

in the NO- configuration, it behaves as an one-electron donor and tends to have a bent geometry. 

 

Figure 1.8. Lewis representation of NO+, NO, and NO- and their suggested geometry when 

bound to transition metals. 

 Nitric oxide has an ionization potential of 9.26 eV and an electron affinity of 0.024 eV.6 The 

nitrosonium ion has been isolated as a series of stable salts and is a useful synthetic and oxidizing 

agent. However, NO+ has an extremely short lifetime in biological media and it can only be carried 

through coordination to metal complexes which function as transport agents in this case. One of 

the most important features of NO molecule is its redox activity in solution. The redox potential 

for the reversible process NO ⇋ NO+ + e- is strongly solvent dependent, and in water is also pH-

dependent. Based on the chemical reaction NO2
- + H2O + e- → NO + 2OH-, E° = -0.46 V vs NHE, 
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NO is reducing under strongly basic conditions. The standard potential for the reduction of NO+ 

to NO has been estimated to be ca. +1.2 V vs NHE. 

1.3.2. NO Generation via Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOS) 

 NO is synthesized by three isoforms of the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) enzyme encoded by 

distinct genes: brain or neuronal NOS (nNOS), inducible NOS (iNOS), and endothelial NOS 

(eNOS).7 The constitutively expressed nNOS and eNOS are highly regulated by transcriptional, 

post-transcriptional, and post-translational mechanisms, including phosphorylation, acetylation, 

protein–protein interaction, S-nitrosylation, and S-glutathionylation.7 Conversely, the inducible 

isoform, iNOS, is mainly regulated through gene transcription under pro-inflammatory and 

oxidative stress conditions. NOSs are oxidoreductase homodimer enzymes, composed of an 

amino-terminal oxygenase domain that contains binding sites for the substrate L-arginine, the 

cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), and a ferric haem cluster, as well as a reductase domain with 

binding sites for the electron donors nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), 

flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), and flavin mononucleotide (FMN). A more detailed synthesis 

of NO from L-arginine is shown in Scheme 1.2. 

 Upon NOS activation, the flavins in the reductase domain transfer NADPH-derived electrons 

to the haem in the oxygenase domain of the other monomer, allowing oxygen (O2) binding on the 

reduced haem iron (Fe2+) and the conversion of L-arginine to HO-L-arginine, then NO and L-

citrulline. This generates cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), leading to vasodilation. 
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Scheme 1.2. Synthesis of NO from L-arginine by nitric oxide synthase (NOS). 

 

1.4. Nitroxyl (HNO) 

1.4.1. HNO Signaling and Chemical Biology 

 In the past few years there has been a significant increase in interest in HNO, undoubtedly 

prompted by discoveries of its novel and important biological activity. A number of the HNO 

biological interactions occur with metalloproteins, such as heme proteins, Cu,Zn-SOD, and 

manganese quercetin dioxygenase.8 HNO has also been investigated in organometallic chemistry 

for over 40 years. Thiol proteins are one of the main targets of HNO bioactivity. For example, 

several studies have demonstrated that HNO has the ability to inhibit the reactivity of cysteine-

based dehydrogenases such as glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).9 Moreover, 
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metalloproteins are also considered as sites of reactivity with HNO, but there is very limited 

research performed to show that HNO bioactivity involves metal centers.  

 Although HNO and NO seem closely related, the signaling associated with HNO is not due to 

conversion to NO, meaning that many of the HNO-mediated effects are due to HNO itself and not 

dependent on HNO conversion to NO. For instance, NO does not directly react with thiols whereas 

HNO has shown to have a direct reaction with thiols and thiol proteins (Scheme 1.3). In order for 

NO to react with thiols to generate S-nitrosothiols, there must be a one-electron oxidant to first 

oxidize the NO to nitrosonium (NO+) which is a more reactive species. Moreover, the products of 

thiols reactions with HNO vs. NO are different. When HNO reacts with thiols, it usually forms 

disulphide or sulfinamide, but when NO molecule reacts with thiols, it leads to the formation of S-

nitrosothiols species. Therefore, as it is also perceived from their chemistry behind them, HNO 

and NO have distinct signaling behaviour.  

 

Scheme 1.3. Comparing HNO and NO reactivity with thiols. 

 One of the most important questions about HNO is whether it is endogenously produced in 

biological systems or not. Although there are chemical processes by which HNO could be 

generated endogenously, there is not unambiguous evidence showing whether any of these 

processes are regulated for the mere purpose of signaling.10-12 Regardless, several studies 

demonstrate potentially important biological activity associated with pharmacological 

administration of HNO.13 There are some studies showing that HNO can be a fairly potent 

vasorelaxant, possibly serving as a precursor to NO.14 Nagasawa and co-workers also reported that 
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HNO was a potent inhibitor of the enzyme aldehyde dehydrogenase and had the potential to be 

developed as a treatment for alcoholism.15-16 One proposed mechanism for the endogenous 

generation of HNO is the reaction of a S-nitrosothiol with another thiol species17-18 as illustrated 

in Scheme 1.4. This is an area of research that has plenty of space for improvement and hopefully 

in the future we will see more details of HNO chemistry. 

 

Scheme 1.4. HNO formation from S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs). 

1.4.2. HNO Chemistry 

 Nitroxyl (HNO) is the protonated one-electron reduced form of nitric oxide (NO-). It became 

of great interest specially after NO was discovered as a signaling molecule in the vascular system 

and recent studies indicate that HNO has significant potential to be a therapeutic agent.11-12 Unlike 

some of the other oxides of nitrogen, HNO cannot be conveniently stored or quantified mostly due 

to its reaction with another HNO molecule around it which forms N2O proposedly through a 

hyponitrous acid intermediate (Scheme 1.5). Therefore, researchers have opted for HNO donors 

and indirect methods to detect, collect, or quantify HNO in biological systems. The other chemical 

reaction that makes the chemistry of HNO somewhat more complex than other nitrogen oxides is 

the acid-base equilibrium between HNO and its conjugate base as shown in Scheme 1.5. The pKa 

of HNO has been estimated to be 11.4,19-20 indicating that under physiological conditions, HNO 

and NO- will probably undergo other reactions before this acid-base equilibrium can take place 

and the chemistry associated with this reaction will not be observed.  
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Scheme 1.5. Possible reactions that may lead to HNO decomposition. 

 HNO is also very electrophilic, an important property that is also backed up by its tendency to 

react with soft nucleophiles such as thiols and phosphines rather than hard nucleophiles such as 

alcohols or water.10 It is also important to note that thiols are much better nucleophiles in organic 

chemistry than alcohols. This could explain findings from current research indicating that thiols 

and thiol proteins are primary targets for HNO biological activity. The reaction diagram in Scheme 

1.6 shows the pathway by which thiols and HNO react. Thus, depending on the concentration of 

thiols, the reaction between HNO and thiols can lead to disulphide or sulfinamide formation.10 

This reaction pathway is a valuable tool to describe the primary mechanism by which HNO 

modifies thiol proteins which leads to changes in their function and activity.  

 

Scheme 1.6. Reaction of HNO with thiols. 
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 The higher reactivity of HNO with thiols compared to alcohols is attributed to the repulsion 

between the lone pair electrons on nitrogen and the lone pairs on oxygen when the hydrate forms.19 

In the case of a thiol nucleophile, the longer bond distances and the greater size of the orbitals on 

sulfur decrease the repulsion between the nitrogen lone pair and the electrons on the thiol sulfur 

(Figure 1.9). 

 

Figure 1.9. Electron pair repulsion with HNO/ROH and HNO/RSH adducts. 

 HNO molecule has a quite weak H−N bond dissociation energy (BDE) of approximately 47 

kcal/mol,21 thus making HNO a capable H-atom donor that can react with oxidizing radicals and 

prevent them from further reactivity. Reaction of HNO with one-electron oxidants forms nitric 

oxide, which can then react with the oxidizing radical and quench its reactivity.10 Therefore, HNO 

is considered a reductant by donating a hydrogen atom to oxidants which is also supported by 

reports that show HNO can donate a H-atom to even stable radicals.22 
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Scheme 1.7. Reaction of HNO with one-electron oxidants. 

1.4.3. Metal-HNO Complexes 

 Besides thiols, transition metal centers are thought to be the main target for the detection and 

generation of HNO in biological systems. For example, ferrous hemes can coordinate HNO and 

form stable complexes [FeII(porphyrin)(HNO)], as demonstrated for myoglobin (Mb) and other 

heme proteins by Farmer and coworkers.23-24 There are also other aryl and alkyl nitroso bound 

metalloproteins analogous to HNO bound compounds. For example, the Richter-Addo group has 

reported an ethyl-nitroso adduct of Mb which is characterized by X-ray crystallography.25 The 

Mb–EtNO structure (PDB 1NPG) places the nitroso oxygen at almost the same position as that of 

the HNO in the 1H NMR structure of Mb–HNO, within comparable hydrogen bonding distance to 

the nearest histidine residue.26 While the Mb-EtNO has been structurally characterized, the Mb-

HNO has only been characterized by vibrational spectroscopies such as Raman.23 Although, 

Farmer and co-workers used the structural parameters for a Mb-CO adduct and were able to 

generate a computer model for Mb-HNO based on that.23-24 Since it has been suggested by Richter-

Addo’s report that Mb-HNO behaves very similarly to Mb-alkylNO compounds, a hypothetical 

rendering of the Mb-HNO structure was generated from Richter-Addo’s Mb-EtNO parameters 

(Figure 1.10). 
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Figure 1.10. Hypothetical structure of Mb-HNO based on reports on alkyl-NO bound Mb. 

 Model systems can also be used to prepare the corresponding Fe(II)-NO- complexes which 

formally correspond to deprotonated Fe(II)-HNO complexes. These species are very basic and can 

be protonated with weak acids, indicating that Fe(II)-NO- complexes cannot exist at physiological 

pH.27-28 Other targets for HNO are copper and nonheme iron enzymes.  

 Comparing to the vast number of metal-NO complexes in bioinorganic chemistry, only a few 

metal-HNO complexes have been spectroscopically characterized and not all of them are 

structurally characterized. Some of the more recent examples include 

[OsBr(CO)2(HNO)(PPh3)2]
+,29 RuHCl(CO)(HNO)(PiPr3)2,

30-31 OsHCl(CO)(HNO)(PiPr3)2,
30-31 

Ru(TTP)(HNO)(1-MeIM),32 and [FeIII(CN)5(HNO)]3-.33 Interestingly, only the most recent 

pentacyanoferrate HNO example by Montenegro et al. in 2009, all other metal-HNO complexes 

are prepared with late transition metals indicating that the metal center plays a key role in HNO 

binding and the stability of these complexes.  

Fe 
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Figure 1.11. Examples of known metallo-HNO complexes. 

 Computational results by Zhang and co-workers8 also indicate that the HNO binding stability 

always increases from early transition metals to late transition metals and also, for metals in the 

same period, such as Mn(I), Fe(II), and Co(III), HNO binding is more stable with the low oxidation 

state metal than with the high oxidation state metal, given that the metals are in the same period 

and with the same electronic configuration. They used a common porphyrin platform, M(Por)(5-

MeIm)(HNO), where M, Por, and 5-MeIm stand for metal, porphyrin, and 5-methylimidazole (a 

truncated histidine residue, the heme axial ligand in Mb), respectively. They calculated the total 

binding Gibbs free energies for binding of HNO to the following d6 metal centers: Mn(I), Fe(II), 

Co(III), Tc(I), Ru(II), Rh(III), Re(I), Os(II), and Ir(III) as well as the diamagnetic d10 metal Zn(II) 

and s0 main group metal Mg(II). Their computational results are summarized in Figure 1.12. 

Positive free Gibbs energy for a complex suggests that it is unfavorable to form such complex. 

Therefore, as evidenced from their results, stable HNO metal complexes involve d6 metals, but not 

d10 or s0 metals which is also consistent with experimental studies. 
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Figure 1.12. Typical molecular structures of HNO complexes with d6 metals studied by the 

Zhang group (left) and the binding Gibbs free energies (kcal/mol) for different [M]-HNO 

complexes (right). 

 Only three HNO complexes have been crystallographically characterized, 

OsCl2(CO)(HNO)(PPh3)2,
34 [Ru(HNO)(pybuS4)],

35 and IrHCl2(HNO)(PPh3)2.
36 In these metal 

complexes, a bent M–N–O angle is seen between 130° and 137° and the N–O bond in HNO is 

longer and the N–H bond is shorter than free HNO. The low energy stretching frequency of the N-

O bond (NO) (1358-1463 cm-1) and a diamagnetic 1H NMR signal (ca. 20 ppm) are the most 

diagnostic features of such complexes. 

 A comparison between two ruthenium complexes Re(X)(Cl)(NO)(HNO)(PPh3)2 (X = Cl, I) 

which contain both NO and HNO moiety on the same Ru site show that (NO) stretches for the 

HNO and NO for the chlorine adduct (X = Cl) are 1370 cm-1 and 1720 cm-1 which is somewhat 

smaller for the iodide adduct (X = I) with 1380 cm-1 and 1745 cm-1.37 Another comparison between 

[Re(CO)3(HNO)(PPh3)2]
+, [Re(CO)3(NH2OH)(PPh3)2]

+, and [Re(CO)3(MeNO)(PPh3)2]
+ speaks to 

the -acceptor character of the HNO ligand by showing how the (CO) stretching changes from 

the pure  donor NH2OH complex (2061, 1966 and 1926 cm-1), to HNO (2078, 2001 and 1967 

cm-1), to MeNO (2082, 2007 and 1977 cm-1). The HNO adduct has (NO) of 1391 cm-1, close to 
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that of the MeNO adduct at 1378 cm-1. Strong -backbonding is further supported by experimental 

studies showing a metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band at 418 nm in 

Re(Cl)(CO)2(HNO)(PPh3)2 which is further supported by computational studies.26 

 

1.5. S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) 

1.5.1. Physiological Aspects of RSNOs 

 Under physiological conditions, nitric oxide serves as an important regulatory mechanism in 

the central nervous system. In contrast, excessive formation of reactive nitrogen species including 

NO has been shown to contribute to several neurodegenerative diseases.38 One of the outcomes of 

this NO accumulation is protein S-nitrosylation, resulting from covalent attachment of an NO 

group to a cysteine thiol of the target protein which is complimentary to the main NO signaling 

pathway in both health and disease. In addition, conversion of NO to air-stable S-nitrosothiols can 

be considered a strategy to store NO for later use since NO has a significantly short lifetime in 

biological media due to its facile reaction with O2 and O2-carrying enzymes. It is crucial to have a 

balance between NO and SNO levels as it has been reported that not regulated SNO levels are 

associated with several pathologies.39 There is still ongoing research to discover the full nature of 

NO and SNO in biological systems and having a good understanding of the fundamentals of their 

chemistry is the key to the investigation. 
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Figure 1.13. NO and SNO signaling. 

1.5.2. RSNO Chemistry 

 Computational studies show that there are three resonance structures predicted for RSNOs as 

shown in Figure 1.14; the standard structure, the structure with a double S=N bond, and an ionic 

resonance form. The standard structure is the most dominant followed by the double bond form 

and lastly the ionic resonance.40 The S=N double bond character gives rise to two different syn 

and anti configurations which is responsible for the different colors in (syn-) red primary and 

secondary and (anti-) green tertiary compounds. The energy barrier to convert the two forms has 

been determined for tBu-SNO by Arulsamy et al. and indicates a 10.7 kcal/mol energy difference 

for this change of configuration.41 There are some spectral features attributed to RSNOs in the 

- e- 
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literature including the visible absorption by RSNOs in the 520 nm to 590 nm rage is due to the n 

→ * transition, as well as the two IR shifts at ~ 1500 cm-1 and ~ 650 cm-1. These IR stretching 

frequencies are corresponding to the NO and NS vibrations. 

 

Figure 1.14. The resonance structures of S-nitrosothiols. 

 Although detailed studies on the electronic and structural nature of RSNOs are hindered by 

their instability, there are some reports on the bond dissociation energy (BDE) and structural 

evidence for some examples in this category. Experimental results show that aryl-SNOs have a 

BDE of S−NO bond about ~ 20 kcal.mol-1, whereas alkyl-SNOs display slightly stronger S−N 

bonds with BDE in the order of ~ 25-30 kcal.mol-1.42 These energies fall between those of RO−NO 

and RN−NO.  

 RSNOs are quite colorful compounds with primary and secondary SNOs usually being red and 

tertiary counterparts being mostly green. One of the endogenously-formed examples of RSNOs is 

S-nitroso-glutathione (GSNO) which is a stable compound, due to its long peptide chain structure 

that helps stabilizing the SNO part. X-ray characterization of some tertiary and bulky SNO like 

TrSNO and S-nitroso-N-acetyl-penicillamine (SNAP) (Figure 1.15) indicates that there is a double 

bond between S and N atoms. However, the S=N double bonds observed in RSNOs (ranging from 

1.76 – 1.85 Å)43 are longer than the ones typically reported for S=N bonds (1.5 Å),44 indicating 

some sort of resonance to be taking place in SNO compounds. 
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Figure 1.15. Chemical structures of three RSNO examples. 

1.5.3. NO Generation from RSNOs 

 It is important to note that some transition metals such as copper can facilitate the 

decomposition of RSNOs. Reversible binding of NO to a copper site has been observed at the 

His2Cu–SCys type 1 Cu site present in many multicopperoxidases, including ceruloplasmin45-46 

and ascorbate oxidase.47 Spectroscopic data indicate a covalent interaction between NO and the 

T1Cu site and this has been interpreted as reduction of the CuII center to CuI or the formation of a 

copper nitrosyl complex, but the details of this reaction is not yet fully understood. Scheme 1.8 is 

a simplified illustration of the reaction of [CuII]-SR with RSNO to form [CuI](NO) and RS-SR 

which closes a catalytic cycle for release of NO from S-nitrosothiols provided that copper(II) 

thiolates [CuII]-SR are formed upon reaction of copper(I) complexes [CuI] and RSNOs. This 

process was studied in greater detail by the Warren group in 2013.48 

 

Scheme 1.8. Copper-catalyzed release of NO from RSNOs. 
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 Our group has been focused on identifying new motifs for reversible binding of NO at 

biologically relevant metal centers, and also provide potential pathways to reversibly interconvert 

NO and S-nitrosothiol signals. The Warren group reported a new binding mode in which NO 

reversibly inserts into a tris(pyrazolyl)borate copper(II) thiolate MesTpCu-SCPh3 (simplified as 

[CuII]-SR) to form a fully characterized copper (I) S-nitrosothiol adduct [CuI](1-N(O)SR) as 

shown in the below scheme.49 This fully reversible NO loss and capture serves as a model for the 

reversible interaction of NO with a variety of Cu proteins that contain a copper(II) thiolate [CuII]-

SR moiety in their resting state. Products in this reaction were characterized by distinct bands in 

the UV-vis spectra and both thiolate MesTpCu-SCPh3 and S-nitrosothiol MesTpCu-(1-N(O)SCPh3) 

adducts were structurally characterized by X-ray crystallography. This newly found motif for NO 

binding adds to the available strategies to nature to reversibly modify bioinorganic sites with NO 

in addition to the existing models of reversible metal-nitrosyl formation. 

 

Scheme 1.9. Modeling reversible loss of NO from RSNO at copper sites. 

 

1.6. [ONNO]2- 

 The hyponitrite anion ([ONNO]2-) is known as a common intermediate to many of the proposed 

mechanisms for nitric oxide reduction. Nitric oxide reduction plays a key role in the global nitrogen 
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cycle and it’s also an important reaction to consider when trying to combat air pollution as NOx 

emissions are present in automotive exhaust. In biological systems, nitric oxide reduction is carried 

out by NO reductase enzymes (NOR) and flavodiiron NO reductases, which catalyze the reaction 

2 NO + 2 H+ + 2 e- → N2O + H2O. Although the exact details of proton and electron addition steps 

are not quite well understood, it is generally accepted that the reaction mechanism for NO 

reduction involves formation of a hyponitrite-like dimer. Computational studies also support the 

intermediacy of hyponitrite during nitric oxide reduction.50 There are several metal complexes 

showing that the hyponitrite moiety can bind to the metal center to form well-defind coordination 

complexes. However, there is still lots of space for improvement in terms of understanding the 

hyponitrite ligand. Coordination chemistry of hyponitrite in metal complexes has been previously 

reviewed in great detail by Hayton in 2015.50 

 

Scheme 1.10. Synthesis of trans-hyponitrous acid. 

 The parent molecules to hyponitrite is hyponitrous acid and its salts which can be prepared 

based on Scheme 1.10. Hyponitrous acid can come in two different resonance forms: cis and trans. 

and it has been shown that only the trans- isomer is stable enough to be observed and collected. 

Generation of a cis- form is only suggested based on DFT calculations.50 Computational studies 

show that the energy barrier for release of N2O from cis-hyponitrous acid is 18 kcal/mol, whereas 

this number is much larger for trans-hyponitrous acid which is calculated to be 23 kcal/mol 

indicating how easily N2O is lost from the cis- isomer. This energy difference has been attributed 

to the nitrogen lone pair donation into the * orbital of the N−O bond which results in a weakened 
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N−O bond, thus making it easier to lose a N2O fragment as shown in Figure 1.16. Although 

kinetically more stable, trans-hyponitrous acid is thermodynamically less favourable by 2.2 

kcal/mol according to calculations.51 But this is not the case for trans-hyponitrite which is slightly 

more stable than the cis isomer by 0.4 kcal/mol, based on computational studies.51  

 

Figure 1.16. Interaction of the nitrogen lone pair with the N−O * orbital on hyponitrous 

acid. 

 There are not that many reports of structurally characterized transition-metal hyponitrite 

complexes, but they exhibit a rich chemistry. Metal ions have shown to form stable cis- and trans-

hyponitrite complexes that can help researchers gain more insight into the NOR activity and the 

reaction mechanism for NO reduction. There are several different modes by which the hyponitrite 

moiety has been shown to bind to a transition metal as shown in Figure 1.17. 
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Figure 1.17. Known binding modes of cis- and trans-hyponitrite ligands. 

 Previous research shows that metal-hyponitrite complexes can be synthesized from the reaction 

of a metal nitrosyl complex with NO gas. For example, Evans and co-workers characterized an 

yttrium complex featuring two trans-hyponitrite moieties bridging between four yttrium centers. 

This complex was formed from the addition of 2 equiv. NO to an yttrium nitrosyl complex. 

 

Scheme 1.11. Preparation of a [Y]4(3-ONNO)2 complex from the [Y]-NO complex. 

 Another example of hyponitrite ligand formation from a well-defined metal nitrosyl complex 

was recently reported by our group in 2019. In particular, we reported that, upon reducing a nickel-

nitrosyl species to form a novel side-on {Ni-NO}10, it undergoes radical coupling with free NO 

and provides a N−N coupled cis-hyponitrite intermediate whose protonation triggers the release 

of N2O. This is one of the very few examples of a nitrosyl ligand in a mononuclear synthetic 
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complex that serves as a great step toward better understanding of the stepwise molecular 

mechanism of NO reduction to form N2O. 

 

Scheme 1.12. Formation of a cis-hyponitrite intermediate from a [Ni]-NO complex and further 

reduction of hyponitrite anion to nitrous oxide reported by the Warren group. 

 

1.7. NO2
- and NO3

- 

 Nitrite and nitrate are two oxidized forms of nitric oxide that are part of the nitrate-nitrite-NO 

signalling pathway and play a key role in the regulation of blood flow and the cardiovascular 

system. Nitrite (+3 oxidation state of the N atom) can be prepared by one-electron oxidation of 

nitric oxide, whereas nitrate (+5 oxidation state of N atom) is the three-electron oxidized form of 

NO. Our main sources of nitrate are leafy green vegetables and beets and although nitrite levels 

are not very significant in natural foods, it can be found in the processed meat. Nitrate has a plasma 

half-life of 5-6 h52 which is much more stable than nitrite with a half-life of approximately 42-52 

min in whole blood and both of these species are extremely more stable than NO whose half-life 

in blood has been calculated to be less than 2 ms. After ingestion of nitrates, it is reduced to nitrite 

as part of the digestion process by the bacteria in the salivary glands via nitrate reductase enzymes. 

Therefore, nitrate concentrations in the oral cavity is almost 10 times higher than in the plasma.53  
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 After it was found out that the nitrate levels in plasma under fasting conditions are quite 

significant (between 20-40 M),52 it was suggested that there should be another source for nitrate 

formation. Research has now shown that nitrate is also generated in vivo from the NO reaction 

with oxygenated-haemoproteins in a fast process called NO-dioxygenation (k2 = 9 ×107 M-1s-1, pH 

7, 25 ℃). This reaction shown below is considered as a key tool for detoxification in the 

cardiovascular system that can control the excess amounts of nitric oxide. Thus, nitrate levels are 

regulated by the activity of metalloproteins as well as dietary factors. 

NO + Hb (FeII-O2) → NO3
- + Hb (FeIII) 

Scheme 1.13. Haemoproteins catalyze nitric oxide oxidation to nitrate. 

 In contrary to nitrate, nitrite is present in much smaller biological concentrations ranging from 

143 nM in veins to 176 nM arteries.54 Nitrite is the conjugate base of nitrous acid which has a pKa 

of 3.11 at 37 ℃.55 This means nitrite is protonated under the acidic environment of the stomach 

during the digestion process. This nitrous acid generated in low pH can then form N2O3 (2NO2
- + 

2H+ ⇌ N2O3 + H2O) followed by a disproportionation reaction that generates NO (N2O3 ⇌ NO2
• 

+ NO).  

 As a crucial member of the nitrate-nitrite-NO signalling triad, nitrite signals through three main 

mechanisms which have been reviewed in greater detail by Gladwin et al.52 The most important 

pathway is the reduction of nitrite to NO which will be discussed in more details in the next section. 

Alternatively, nitrite can be oxidized to NO2
• (2NO + O2 → 2NO2

•) which is known to occur via 

metal catalysis. NO2
• can react with several targets and it can also perform fatty acid nitration and 

the generated electrophilic nitro-fatty acids can alter important redox active thiols to mediate 

signalling. Lastly, nitrite can be converted to N2O3 which is a potent nitrosating agent, either 
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catalytically or under acidic conditions as mentioned above. N2O3 can then react with nucleophiles 

such as thiols and form S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) which are also important parts of the NO 

signalling chemistry that we discussed earlier in this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 1.18. Three mechanisms involved in the signaling chemistry of nitrite. 

 The reductive pathway shown in Figure 1.18 which is the reduction of nitrite to NO, makes 

nitrite a stable vascular reserve for NO. Although this reaction occurs at low pH, it can also happen 

at less acidic pH owing to the presence of certain metalloproteins that can catalyse this redox 

reaction. These metalloenzymes provide the necessary electrons and protons in order to reduce 

nitrite to NO (NO2
- + H+ + Mn ⟶ NO + OH- + Mn+1; where n is the oxidation state of the metal 

center in its reduced state). Here in this work, we have mostly focused on the interconversion of 

nitrite and nitric oxide and aimed to gain more insight into the mechanism of this interconversion 

through synthetic bioinorganic molecules.  
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1.8. NO / Nitrite Interconversion 

 There are two relatively well-studied pathways that are developed by biology to ensure the 

formation of NO which is a crucial mammalian signalling molecule. First one is the nitric oxide 

synthase (NOS) enzyme that is dedicated to generation of NO under normal conditions. This is an 

oxygen-dependent route which is the main mechanism under normoxic conditions. The other one 

is the reduction of nitrite to NO (NO2
- + 2 H+ + e- ⟶ 2 NO) which is also considered a “recycling” 

pathway in some papers.56 The latter pathway has been developed as an anaerobic alternative 

pathway to ensure the formation of NO when the NOS activity is impaired under hypoxia, when 

the oxygen concentration decreases to values lower than 3-4 M. In essence, the nitrite reduction 

pathway is complementary to the NOS dependent NO signalling pathway, to ensure the 

bioavailability of nitric oxide under different conditions. 

 

 

Figure 1.19. Nitrite is a stable reservoir for NO that can be used under hypoxia. 
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 On the other hand, to control the specificity of NO signalling and to limit the NO toxicity, NOS 

activity is tightly regulated. Therefore, the NO concentration is controlled through oxidation of 

nitric oxide to nitrite by dioxygen (4 NO + O2 + 2 H2O ⟶ 4 NO2
- + 4 H+) or ceruloplasmin (in 

plasma), or cytochrome c oxidase (in tissues) and to nitrate by the reaction with oxy-hemoglobin 

and oxy-myoglobin. NO conversion to nitrite serves also as a NO “storage mechanism” that can 

make NO available to ensure cell functioning under hypoxia/anoxia conditions, when the oxygen-

dependent NOS activity is impaired. Remarkably, copper is involved in both cytochrome c oxidase 

and ceruloplasmin. It is not clear by what mechanism ceruloplasmin converts NO to nitrite, but a 

study by Shiva, Gladwin, and coworkers57 supports the idea that NO is a physiological substrate 

of ceruloplasmin that results in the generation of plasma NO2
-. In this study, removal of 

ceruloplasmin from plasma using specific antibodies decreased plasma nitrite content by 50%, 

whereas addition of ceruloplasmin to plasma increased NO2
- production in the presence of an NO 

donor. 

 Nitrite reduction to NO can be catalysed by a variety of enzymes, all of which contain one of 

these three metals: iron, copper, molybdenum. There are two distinct classes of enzymes involved 

in nitrite reduction to NO: haem-dependent and copper-dependent nitrite reductases (Cd1NiR and 

CuNiR). To include some examples, hemoglobin, myoglobin, xanthine, bacterial copper-

containing nitrite reductase, and cytochrome c oxidase are some of the most important enzymes 

that can catalytically reduce nitrite to NO.56 
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Figure 1.20. Structures of Myoglobin (Mb) (PDB ID: 1MBN), cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) 

(PDB ID: 1OCR), and xanthine oxidase (XO) (PDB ID: 1FIQ). Bottom box shows nitrite 

reduction reactions catalysed by Mb, CcO, and XO enzymes. 

 Undoubtedly, the knowledge of possible pathways for nitrite reduction and NO generation has 

evolved considerably over the last two decades, making a compound once neglected now an 

important reservoir for NO. However, finding new anaerobic pathways for the interconversion 

between nitrite and NO is still a challenging problem, and future research will certainly resolve 

some of the outstanding questions. One of our most important tools to address these challenges as 

chemists is to use synthetic and inorganic chemistry to come up with the right model complexes 

that are either inspired by or mimic the active site of the metalloenzymes bearing the transition 

metal. Model complexes of natural systems are crucial to better understand the chemistry of 
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metalloproteins in biology. For instance, model complexes allow for very low temperature 

spectroscopic identification and analysis of potential reaction intermediates of metalloenzymes. In 

this work, we would like to focus on one of the most important intermediates in the nitric oxide 

chemistry, metal-nitrite ([M]-NO2
-) complexes; specifically, copper nitrites. 

 

1.9. Metal-nitrite Complexes 

1.9.1. Coordination Chemistry of Nitrite 

 Nitrite can bind to a metal center in different forms as shown in Figure 1.21. When nitrite is 

coordinated through the nitrogen atom, it is called a “nitro” complex, while when it is coordinated 

via a single oxygen, it is called “nitrito” complex. Alternatively, nitrite can be coordinated via both 

oxygens in a bidentate fashion which is also called nitrito in some instances. The nitrito and nitro 

complexes are the most common forms followed by the chelating form. The nitro and nitrito 

isomers can be differentiated by their IR spectra since nitrito complexes display two distinct 

stretching frequencies for two unidentical NO bonds ((N-O) vs. (N=O)) in the ranges of 1510-

1400 cm-1 and 1100-900 cm-1 whereas the nitro complexes exhibit two bands for the symmetric 

and asymmetric stretches at 1470-1370 cm-1 and 1340-1290 cm-1.58 

 

Figure 1.21. Different binding modes of nitrite ligand in metal nitrite complexes. 
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1.9.2. Iron Nitrite Complexes 

 Iron nitrite complexes serve as important models for the chemistry of iron-containing proteins 

that are capable of reducing nitrite and generating NO such as ferriheme proteins Hb and Mb in 

mammalian blood and tissue. Iron-dependent nitrite reductases (cytochrome cd1 NIR) are the most 

abundant in their class, forming about three thirds of all nitrite reductases in all organisms. The 

majority of nitrite bound heme proteins that have been crystallographically characterized have 

shown to be in the nitro form, both in the ferrous and ferric states. 

  

Figure 1.22. Structure of heme d1 and heme c in cytochrome cd1 nitrite reductase (PDB 

1AOF). 

 Multiple kinetic studies suggest that nitrite reduction at haemoglobin occurs through the 

following reactions (Scheme 1.14). 

 

Scheme 1.14. Nitrite reduction at haemoglobin. 

Fe 
Fe 

heme c heme d1 
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 In addition, several computational and experimental studies on the nitrite reductase reactivity 

of mammalian heme proteins illustrate that there are two possible reaction mechanisms for nitrite 

reduction by haemoglobin from either nitro or nitrito coordination at the iron site (Scheme 1.15). 

Nitrite reduction from the oxygen-coordinated iron site is another possibility that has been 

suggested by Richter-Addo and coworkers.59 In their study, they have suggested that Fe-ONO 

coordination is favourable due to hydrogen bonding from a neighbouring histidine residue which 

stabilizes the nitro isomer. 

 

Scheme 1.15. Possible reaction mechanisms for nitrite reduction by haemoglobin. 

 In the case of bacterial iron-containing nitrite reductases, the generally accepted mechanism 

involves initial nitrite coordination to give a nitro complex (FeII-NO2
-) followed by formation of 

an iron-nitrosyl intermediate.60 After NO is lost, an electron transfer step takes place which restores 

the enzyme to its resting state as shown in Scheme 1.16. 
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Scheme 1.16. Proposed catalytic cycle for heme cd1 NiR shown (upper cycle) with a possible 

contribution from NO dissociation by Fe(II) (lower cycle). 

 Another important mechanism for the generation of NO from nitrite is the oxygen atom transfer 

(OAT) mediated by the heme center (FeIII(Por)(NO2
-) + S → FeII(Por)(NO) + SO; S indicates the 

substrate). Oxygen atom transfer reactions have been reported for several iron complexes including 

both heme and non-heme systems and these reactions were characterized by various spectroscopy 

techniques.58 Scheme 1.17 illustrates a mechanism proposed for these reactions. 

 

Scheme 1.17. The proposed catalytic cycle for the OAT from FeIIINO2
- to substrate with formation 

of HNO and consequently N2O. 
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1.9.3. Copper Nitrite Complexes 

 Although cytochrome c oxidase is the only nitrite reductase enzyme with a copper site in 

mammals, copper is intricately involved in NO2
- biology in denitrifying bacteria.  For instance, 

Alcaligenes xylosoxidans and Alcaligenes faecalis accomplish NO2
- reduction to NO by copper-

containing nitrite reductases (CuNiR).56 

  

Figure 1.23. Active site of CuNiR in Alcaligenes Faecalis, PDB ID = 2AFN. 

 The X-ray crystal structures of CuNiR from different denitrifying bacteria show a common 

reaction center that consists of a pair of copper ions, one type 1 (T1) and one type 2 (T2) center.60 

The T1 center contains a copper coordinated by two histidine, one cysteine, and a variable axial 

ligand (e.g., a sulfur atom of a methionine residue). The T2 center is coordinated by three histidines 

and one water/nitrite molecule, in a distorted tetrahedral geometry (Figure 1.23). The T1 center is 

responsible for the electron transfer from the physiological partners to the T2 center, which is the 

enzyme active site. The two centers are connected through the (T1)Cys136-(T2)His135 bond, which 

provides a path for rapid electron transfer across the ≈ 12.5 Å distance between the two copper 

centers.60  
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     Several crystal structures and DFT calculations show that nitrite is bound at the T2 Cu site 

through its two oxygen atoms, in a distorted square pyramidal geometry which makes it a 

“bidentate nitrito” ligand. This binding mode is usually observed in the +2 oxidation state of 

copper. On the other hand, many copper(I) model complexes bind nitrite through the nitrogen atom 

in CuI-NO2 or “copper(I) nitro” complexes. 

 In nitrite reduction to nitric oxide by CuNiR, the reaction mechanism is less well-understood 

than that of their iron-containing counterparts. For example, there is not consensus whether the 

oxidized T2 Cu site (Cu2+) binds the nitrite first or if it binds at a reduced T2 Cu site (Cu+). Scheme 

1.18 shows two proposed pathways for nitrite reduction catalyzed by CuNiR. The nitrite adduct of 

a reduced T2 Cu site, as well as the nitrite adduct of the oxidized T2 Cu site have been proposed 

as key reaction intermediates. These intermediates, however, have not been detected in the 

catalytic cycle of CuNiR, due to their high reactivity. The characterization of these potential 

intermediates is thought to be a key to understanding the reaction mechanism of CuNiR. These are 

some of the issues that motivate bioinorganic modeling approaches. 

 

Scheme 1.18. Proposed mechanisms for nitrite reduction in CuNiR at T2 site.60  
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 Synthetic Copper Complexes: CuNiR Model Complexes 

 Due to the crucial role they play in catalysis by CuNiR, copper(I) nitro or nitrito complexes 

have been important targets of model chemistry for structural and chemical studies. The 

preparation of these complexes has remained challenging, however, and only a few of them have 

been synthesized (Figure 1.24).61 Tolman et al.62 synthesized one of the first mononuclear 

biomimetic models of the copper active site in CuNiR that has shown to evolve nitric oxide upon 

reaction with acetic acid.  

 

Figure 1.24. Previous examples of [CuI]-NO2 model complexes. 

 This finding along with several other experimental and computational investigations on CuNiR 

activity including the work of Hsu and coworkers61 have led to the proposal that a nitrous acid 

intermediate [CuI](1-N(O)OH) exists in the nitrite reduction process (Scheme 1.19). 

 

Scheme 1.19. General proposed mechanism for nitrite reduction at CuNiR. 

 Similar reactivity has been recently reported by our group,49, 63 in which copper(I) S-nitrosothiol 

complexes [CuI](1-N(O)SR) were shown to be in reversible redox equilibrium with copper(II) 
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thiolates [CuII]-SR and NO as shown in Scheme 1.20. In the intermediate isolated in this study 

[CuI](1-N(O)SR), the SNO group binds to copper(I) through nitrogen atom in a similar fashion 

to nitrite, providing more support to the nitrous acid intermediate [CuI](k1-N(O)OH) in NO 

chemistry. To date, no such [CuI](1-N(O)OH) intermediate has been characterized motivating our 

efforts to target such in our lab to reveal new mechanistic insights into NO loss from nitrite. 

 

Scheme 1.20. Redox interconversion of S-nitrosothiols and NO similar to the proposed pathway 

for nitrite reduction at CuNiR. 

 

1.10. Conclusions 

 In this chapter, we summarized the known chemistry and chemical biology behind NO 

signalling mostly in mammalian biology. The importance of NO signalling is well recognized, and 

much work has been done regarding NO formation, distribution, and biological roles in biological 

systems. However, there are still many unanswered questions with regard to NO signalling and the 

species that are involved in this process. Thus, the development of new pathways for NO 

generation is of particular interest because this would allow for a better control over the 

bioavailability of NO under various physiological conditions. For that reason, understanding the 

fundamental chemistry and properties of NO chemistry is critical and this cannot be achieved 

except with exploring the different species that are involved in this process. While NO is the main 

species involved, nitrite, RSNOs, HNO, and hyponitrites are integral parts in intravascular NO 

signalling that need to be further investigated for a detailed understanding of NO signalling. The 
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development of copper systems that could facilitate NO formation is also of considerable interest. 

While iron systems have been extensively studied over the past decades, copper systems are much 

less understood. 
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CHAPTER II 

NITRIC OXIDE RELEASE VIA OXYGEN ATOM TRANSFER FROM NITRITE AT COPPER(II) 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 Nitrite (NO2
-), a ubiquitous molecule in biology, serves as a reservoir for nitric oxide (NO) 

activity in many tissues capable of widespread transport via circulation in the blood.1-4 Conversion 

of NO2
- to NO is especially crucial under hypoxic conditions since NO enhances blood 

oxygenation and flow.5-6 In mammals, NO2
- reduction to NO is catalysed by a variety of iron-

dependent nitrite reductases such as haemoglobin7-9 and cytochrome c oxidase (CcO)10. In the case 

of CcO, copper assists the NO2
- / NO interconversion in the binuclear iron/copper active site.11-14 

Moreover, nitrite reduction to nitric oxide is an integral part of the biogeochemical denitrification 

pathway that involves copper-containing nitrite reductase enzymes (CuNIR), present in many 

denitrifier organisms such as Alcaligenes xylosoxidans and Alcaligenes faecalis.15-17 

 Another nitrite reaction of potential biological significance is oxygen atom transfer (OAT) from 

nitrite bound metal complexes to electron rich substrates which is present in several 

metalloenzymes, such as cytochrome c10 and has inspired synthetic metal-nitrite complexes. For 

instance, oxophilic substrates such as phosphines PR3,
18-19 dialkyl sulfides R2S,20 and thiols RSH21 

reduce iron- and cobalt-nitrite complexes [M](NO2) to corresponding metal-nitrosyl species 

[M](NO) with formation of the corresponding oxygenated products phosphine oxide O=PR3,  

sulfoxide O=SR2, and sulfonic acid RS(O)H, respectively (Scheme 2.1). 

 The results of this project were published in Chem. Commun. 2017, 53, 549-552.24   
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Scheme 2.1. O-atom transfer reactions of metal-bound nitrite. 

 Despite the importance of copper enzymes such as ceruloplasmin in nitrite homeostasis,5, 17, 22 

we are not aware of examples in which copper nitrite complexes engage in OAT reactions. Herein 

we describe a new nitrite to nitric oxide reduction pathway that proceeds via OAT enabled by 

nitrite coordination at Cu(II) but not Cu(I). 

 

2.2. Results and Discussion 

2.2.1. Preparation of Copper Nitrite Complexes 

 We prepared the electron-deficient -diketiminato copper(I) complex [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-

benzene) (1) by addition of the lithium -diketiminate Li[iPr2NNF6] to a suspension of CuCl in 

benzene (Scheme 2.2), isolated in 75% yield (Figure 2.1). This copper model complex supports 

both copper(I) and copper(II) nitrite complexes. 

 

Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) (1). 
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 Addition of [Bu4N]NO2 to 1 in THF results in nitrite coordination giving an anionic copper 

center in [NBu4]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2)}
 (2) which may be prepared in 75% yield (Scheme 2.2). 

X-ray analysis (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) reveals two independent molecules of 2 in the asymmetric 

unit that feature trigonal planar CuI centers (sum of angles about Cu = 360.58(8) and 359.37(8)°) 

with κ1-N bonding of the nitrite anion (Cu-N = 1.923(2) and 1.920(2) Å).  In each molecule of 2, 

the nitrite N-O distances are asymmetric, with a shorter N-O (1.208(3) and 1.191(3) Å) and longer 

N-O (1.251(2) and 1.264(3) Å) bond distances. These nitrite N-O distances and their asymmetry 

has been observed in other copper(I) nitrite structures with tridentate ligands.23 This asymmetry in 

N-O bond lengths could be due to the presence of tetrabutylammonium cation in close proximity. 

The IR spectrum of 2 contains NO2 stretching bands for the anion at 1213 and 1294 cm-1, which 

shift to lower frequencies at 1190 and 1280 cm-1 respectively, when prepared from [Bu4N]15NO2.  

 

Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of copper(I) and copper(II) nitrite complexes 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2.1. Molecular structure of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) (1) (CCDC 1511514). Thermal 

ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Only 

the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): 

Cu1-C30 2.1259(15), Cu-C31 2.1512(15), Cu1-N1 1.9639(12), Cu1-N2 1.9526(12), C30-Cu1-

C31 38.36(6). 
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Figure 2.2. Molecular structure of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2) (2) (CCDC 1511515); Molecule A. 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Tetrabutylammonium cation is omitted for clarity. Only the major component of disordered 

sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1A-N1A 1.942(2), Cu1A-N2A 

1.975(2), Cu1A-N3A 1.923(2), N3A-O1A 1.208(3), N3A-O2A 1.251(2), O1A-N3A-O2A 

119.0(2). 
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Figure 2.3. Molecular structure of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2) (2) (CCDC 1511515); Molecule B. 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Tetrabutylammonium cation is omitted for clarity. Only the major component of disordered 

sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1B-N1B 1.9557(17), Cu1B-N2B 

1.9473(18), Cu1B-N3B 1.920(2), N3B-O1B 1.191(3), N3B-O2B 1.264(3), O1B-N3B-O2B 

119.2(2). 
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     The corresponding copper(II) nitrite complex [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) may be prepared by 

reaction of 1 with 1 equiv. AgNO2 in fluorobenzene to give dark green 3 in 80% yield (Scheme 

2.3). X-ray crystallography (Figure 2.4) reveals nearly symmetric 2-O,O coordination of nitrite 

to a square planar copper center with Cu-O1 and Cu-O2 bond distances of 2.0286(19) Å and 2. 

0126(19) Å, respectively.  The nitrite ligand has nearly identical N3-O1 and N3-O2 bond distances 

of 1.259(3) and 1.263(3) Å, respectively. The higher oxidation state of 3 relative to anionic 2 is 

also reflected in shorter Cu-N-dik distances of 1.901(2) and 1.900(2) Å in 3 as compared to the 

Cu-N-dik distances that range from 1.942(2) to 1.975(2) Å in two independent molecules of 2. 

Moreover, the copper(II) center gives rise to a well-resolved four-line pattern in the RT EPR 

spectrum of 3 in pentane with giso = 2.098, ACu = 205 MHz, and A2N = 36 MHz (Figure 2.5). Low 

temperature EPR was also performed which clearly shows the superhyperfines resulting from the 

two nitrogen atoms on the -diketiminato ligand (Figure 2.6). The IR spectrum of complex 3 

exhibits a diagnostic νO-N-O vibrational frequency24 at 887 cm-1 (15NO2: 881 cm-1) with the higher 

energy N-O stretching frequencies somewhat obscured by the strong C-F stretches in the IR 

spectrum of 3.  
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Figure 2.4. Molecular structure of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) (CCDC 1511519). Thermal 

ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.901(2), Cu1-N2 1.900(2), Cu1-O1 

2.0286(19), Cu1-O2 2.0126(19), N3-O1 1.259(3), N3-O2 1.263(3), O1-N3-O2 109.61(18), O1-

Cu1-O2 61.32(7). 
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Figure 2.5. Isotropic X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum and 

simulation for [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) (4.0 mM in pentane at 293 K). Frequency = 

8.995450 GHz, Power = 1 mW, ModWidth = 0.4 mT, time constant = 0.1 s. Simulation was 

performed using 1Cu, 2N model: giso = 2.098, ACu = 205 MHz, A2N = 36 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Anisotropic X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum and 

simulation for [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) (4.0 mM in pentane at 80 K). Frequency = 

8.996813 GHz, Power = 1 mW, ModWidth = 0.4 mT, time constant = 0.1 s. Simulation was 

performed using 1Cu, 2N model: g⊥ = 2.0515, g‖ = 2.199, A⊥(14N) = 39 MHz , A‖(
14N) = 49 

MHz, A⊥(63/65Cu) = 35 MHz , A‖(
63/65Cu) = 545 MHz. 
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2.2.2. Characterization and Reactivity of Copper Nitrite Complexes 

 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of both 2 and 3 in tetrahydrofuran (Figures 2.7 and 2.8) at RT reveal 

a quasi-reversible reduction wave centered at E1/2 = -0.42 V vs Fc+/Fc. This is markedly lower than 

the values of -0.20 to -0.36 V (vs. Fc+/Fc) in LCuINO2 complexes supported by neutral tridentate 

ligands (L = substituted Tpm, TACN).25 Thus, CuII to CuI reduction is less favourable in the -

diketiminato copper(II) nitrite 3 than these complexes with tridentate supporting ligands due to the 

anionic nature of reduced 2. In contrast to the clean 1-electron interconversion between 2 and 3, 

one electron oxidation of the electron-rich Me2TpCuINO2
- (Eox = -0.38 V vs Fc+/0) is irreversible.23 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Cyclic voltammogram of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2) (2) (1.0 mM in THF at 25 °C) in 

presence of n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M). Scan proceeds at the rate of 

50 mV/s. E1/2 = -420 mV; ΔE = 99 mV. 
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Figure 2.8. Cyclic voltammogram of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) (1.0 mM in THF at 25 °C) in 

presence of n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M). Scan proceeds at the rate of 

20 mV/s. E1/2 = -420 mV; ΔE = 99 mV. 

 

 Since copper(II) nitrite complexes have been prepared via disproportionation of NO at copper(I) 

complexes26-28 such as in the reaction of TpCu(NO) to give TpCu(NO2) and N2O,26,27 we also 

examined the addition of NO to 1 as a potential pathway to the -diketiminato copper(II) nitrite 3. 

Instead, exposure of 1 to excess (2-4 equiv) NO(g) at RT in fluorobenzene (Scheme 2.4) results in 

formation of the mixed valence Cu(II)/Cu(I) dinuclear nitrite complex {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-

O2N) (4) in 80% yield. Furthermore, 15N NMR spectroscopy confirms the co-formation of 15N2O 

by 15N NMR spectroscopy in the addition of 15NO to 1 (Figure 2.26).  
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Scheme 2.4. Synthesis of mixed valence dicopper nitrite complex 4. 

 Dinuclear complex 4 was prepared independently via the reaction of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) 

(1) with [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) (Scheme 2.4). X-ray studies (Figure 2.9) reveal both a square 

planar (Cu1) and trigonal copper centers (Cu1’) that are each similar to the copper coordination 

environments in 3 and 2, respectively. The equivalent Cu1-O distances of 2.029(9) Å and the Cu1’-

N distance of 1.880(2) Å are similar to that found in 3 and 2, respectively. The two copper centers 

in 4 are related by the c-glide plane [-x+1, y, -z+3/2]. 
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Figure 2.9. Molecular structure of {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}(-2:1-NO2) (4) (CCDC 1511516). 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Symmetry operation [-x+1, y, -

z+3/2]. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.9216(12), Cu1-N2 1.9196(12), 

Cu1-O1B 2.029(9), Cu1-O2B 2.029(9), N3-O1 1.274(4), N3-O2 1.274(3), O1-N3-O2 110.9(2), 

Cu1’-N3. 

 

 EPR studies also confirm the presence of one copper(II) center in the structure of 4. The frozen 

glass EPR spectrum of 4 in pentane (Figure 2.10) displays a well-resolved four-line hyperfine 

splitting with g⊥ = 2.050, g‖ = 2.200, A⊥(14N) = 48 MHz, A‖(
14N) = 49 MHz, A⊥(63/65Cu) = 35 MHz, 

A‖(
63/65Cu) = 530 MHz at 293K with superhyperfines from the β-diketiminate nitrogen donors. 

EPR analysis was also performed at room temperature (Figure 2.11) showing the four-line splitting 
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pattern characteristic of copper(II) compounds. Cyclic voltammetry of complex 4 in THF exhibits 

two quasi-reversible one-electron waves at E1/2 = -0.41 and +0.38 V vs. Fc+/Fc. These are assigned 

to the [CuII](NO2)[CuI] / {[CuI](NO2)[CuI]}- and {[CuII](NO2)[CuII]}+ / [CuII](NO2)[CuI] redox 

couples, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.10. Anisotropic X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum and 

simulation for {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-O2N) (4) (4.0 mM in pentane at 80 K). Frequency = 

8.995450 GHz, Power = 1 mW, ModWidth = 0.4 mT, time constant = 0.1 s. Simulation was 

performed using 1Cu, 2N model: g⊥ = 2.050, g‖ = 2.200, A⊥(14N) = 48 MHz , A‖(
14N) = 49 MHz, 

A⊥(63/65Cu) = 35 MHz , A‖(
63/65Cu) = 530 MHz. 
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Figure 2.11. Isotropic X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum and 

simulation for {[iPr2NNF6]Cu12(-2:1-O2N) (4) (4.0 mM in pentane at 293 K). Frequency = 

8.995450 GHz, Power = 1 mW, ModWidth = 0.4 mT, time constant = 0.1 s. Simulation was 

performed using 1Cu, 2N model: giso = 2.100, ACu = 190 MHz, A2N = 40 MHz. 

 

Figure 2.12. Cyclic voltammogram of {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-O2N) (4) (1.0 mM in THF at 

25 °C) in presence of n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M). Scan proceeds at 

the rate of 50 mV/s. E1/2 = -413 mV; ΔE = 94 mV  ([CuII](NO2)[CuI] / {[CuI](NO2)[CuI]}-). E1/2 = 

385 mV; ΔE = 80 mV   ({[CuII](NO2)[CuII]}+ / [CuII](NO2)[CuI]). 
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 We find that the copper(II) nitrite [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) undergoes ready reduction at RT 

with PPh3 (Scheme 2.6, a).  Addition of 2 equiv. PPh3 to 3 in benzene results in a bleaching of the 

green color of 3 over ca. 30 min with concomitant gas evolution. Monitoring the reaction by 31P 

NMR spectroscopy (Figur 2.14) shows clear formation of O=PPh3 ( = 25.5 ppm) and 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(PPh3)  (5) ( = 3.8 ppm). This reaction was also monitored by 19F NMR 

spectroscopy, showing the formation of 5 in 93% yield (Figure 2.13). 

 

Figure 2.13. 19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 3 and two equiv. PPh3. 
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Figure 2.14. 31P NMR spectrum (121 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 3 and two equiv. PPh3. 

 The phosphine adduct 5 may be independently prepared by addition of PPh3 to 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene)  (1) and characterized by X-ray crystallography (Figures 2.15 and 2.16). 

To identify and quantify the gaseous product, vial-to-vial gas-trapping experiments were 

performed (Scheme 2.5). Trapping of the evolved gas with the cobalt(II) porphyrin (TPP)Co(II) 

(TPP = tetraphenylporphyrin) leads to the formation of the corresponding {Co(NO)}8 complex 
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(TPP)Co(NO) in near quantitative yield, thereby indicating a clean stoichiometric reduction of 

NO2
- to NO in presence of phosphine. 

 

Scheme 2.5. Stoichiometric conversion of (TPP)CoII to (TPP)Co(NO) utilized for NO 

quantification. 

 This reaction is extremely swift, even at -80 °C as evidenced by rapid decay of the max = 440 

nm (1440 M-1cm-1) band of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) upon addition of PPh3 when followed by 

UV-vis spectroscopy in pentane. 

 

Scheme 2.6. Reactivity of (a) copper(II) and (b) copper(I) nitrite complexes 2 and 3 with PPh3 

and CNAr. 
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Figure 2.15. Molecular structure of molecule 1 of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(PPh3) (5) (CCDC 1511517). 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and 

angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.9793(13), Cu1-N2 1.9794(12), Cu1-P1 2.1922(4), P1-C30 1.8253(15), P1-

C36 1.8205(17), P1-C42 1.8304(15). 
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Figure 2.16. Molecular structure of molecule 2 of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(PPh3) (5) (CCDC 1511517). 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and 

angles (deg): Cu1A-N1A 1.9819(11), Cu1A-N2A 1.9933(11), Cu1A-P1A 2.1971(4), P1A-C30A 

1.8272(13), P1A-C36A 1.8307(14), P1A-C42A 1.8309(14). 
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 The OAT reactivity of 3 with PPh3 insisted us to investigate the use of less oxophilic substrates 

such as isocyanides (Scheme 2.6, a). Addition of 2 equiv. ArNC (Ar = 2,6-Me2C6H3) to a solution 

of 3 in benzene also leads to an instant color change from green to orange with formation of 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(CNAr)  (6) in 52% yield as monitored by 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 

2.17), confirmed by the independent synthesis of 6 by addition of CNAr to 1 and characterized by 

X-ray crystallography (Figures 2.18 and 2.19). NO is released in 80% yield as measured by gas 

trapping with (TPP)Co(NO). Unfortunately, we did not find evidence for the anticipated 

isocyanate O=C=NAr via GC-MS analysis of the reaction mixture, perhaps due to the heightened 

reactivity of isocyanates. On the other hand, the addition of 2 equiv. dialkyl sulfides such as Et2S 

to 3 leads to no reaction under analogous conditions. 

 

Figure 2.17. 19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 3 and two equiv. ArNC. 
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Figure 2.18. Molecular structure of molecule A of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(CNAr) (6) (CCDC 1511518). 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and 

angles (deg): Cu1A-N1A 1.9383(15), Cu1A-N2A 1.9555(15), Cu1A-C30A 1.828(2), C30A-N3A 

1.158(2), N3A-C31A 1.401(2). 
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Figure 2.19. Molecular structure of molecule B of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(CNAr) (6) (CCDC 1511518). 

Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond distances (Å) and 

angles (deg): Cu1B-N1B 1.9618(14), Cu1B-N2B 1.9427(14), Cu1B-C30B 1.830(2), C30B-N3B 

1.159(2), N3B-C31B 1.405(2). 

 

 Importantly, the copper(II) oxidation state is required for NO loss in the reaction of these copper 

nitrite complexes with PPh3 and CNAr.  Reaction of [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2)} (2)   with 1 

equiv. PPh3 or ArNC in THF simply results in substitution of the nitrite anion at [CuI] to give 

adducts 5 or 6, respectively (Scheme 2.6, b). Formation of 5 and 6 was confirmed by 31P NMR 
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(Figure 2.22) and 19F NMR (Figures 2.21 and 2.23). Release of nitrite anion was also illustrated 

using 15N substituted [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-15NO2)} 2-15N. A solution of 2-15N (0.65 mL of 

150 mM solution, 0.097 mmol) in THF-d8 ( 132 ppm) was added to a solution of CNAr (0.65 mL 

of 180 mM solution, 0.097 mmol). The resultant orange solution was examined by 15N NMR 

spectroscopy, indicating the formation of [Bu4N]15NO2 as judged by the resonance at  237 ppm 

which corresponds to the free nitrite anion (Figure 2.20). The 15N NMR spectrum of a separately 

synthesized [Bu4N]15NO2 sample was obtained for comparison. 

 

Figure 2.20. 15N NMR spectrum (41 MHz, THF-d8, RT) of (top) [Bu4N]15NO2, (middle) the 

reaction of 2-15N and CNAr, and (bottom) 2-15N.  
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Figure 2.21. Comparison of 19F NMR spectra (376 MHz, C6D6) of 2 (red trace) and crude 

mixture (green trace) obtained from the reaction between 2 and two equiv. PPh3. 
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Figure 2.22. 31P NMR spectrum (121 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 2 and two equiv. PPh3. 
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Figure 2.23. Comparison of 19F NMR spectra (376 MHz, C6D6) of 2 (red trace) and crude 

mixture (green trace) obtained from the reaction between 2 and two equiv. CNAr. 
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2.2.3. NO Release at Copper(I) Nitrite via Electrophilic Activation 

In addition to the OAT pathway for nitrite reduction at copper, we also looked at the possibility 

of NO release via electrophilic activation of the copper(I) center as it is strongly suggested in the 

literature that in CuNiR mechanism, reduction of copper(II) coordinated to nitrite to copper(I) 

followed by protonation of the nitrite is a key step in the formation of NO from nitrite. Remarkably, 

although NO release does not occur at copper(I) nitrite via OAT, it does happen through 

electrophilic activation.  

Our hypothetical reaction was that, by addition of an electrophile to the copper(I)nitrite, we 

get a nitrous-acid intermediate (chapter 1), which will then do a redox reaction and release NO. 

However, after trying three different electrophiles including B(C6F5)3 also known as BCF, 

[Ph3C]B(C6F5)4, and H+ in the forms of CF3COOH, we reliably got to the mixed valent species 

{[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-O2N) (4) in variable yields. Although confusing at first, we believe this 

finding is connected to the generation of NO in presence of copper(I) since complex 4 also forms 

from the reaction between [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) (1) and excess NO (Scheme 2.4). 

 

Scheme 2.7. Release of NO with formation of mixed valence copper nitrite species (4) upon 

reaction of 2 with electrophiles. 
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We hypothesize that this species is formed through a hyponitrite intermediate as shown in 

Scheme 2.8. Formation of a transient cis-hyponitrite species is supported by the unpublished data 

from our group showing that 1 equiv. [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) (1) reacts with 2 equiv. NO to 

form an unstable species that can be observed by a transient band in the UV-vis spectrum. Our 

proposed mechanism suggests that this hyponitrite intermediate can react with another equiv. of 

Cu(I) and release N2O to form the Cu(II)-O-Cu(II) and then react with another equiv. of NO to 

form the mixed valent species {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-O2N) (4). Alternatively, the hyponitrite 

intermediate can be attacked by another NO molecule and release N2O and form the copper(II) 

nitrite which can further combine with another equiv. of Cu(I) to form the mixed valent species. 

 

Scheme 2.8. Proposed mechanism for the formation of 4 from copper(I) through a cis-hyponitrite 

intermediate. 

 

2.3. Conclusions 

 In summary, the fluorinated -diketiminate ligand [iPr2NNF6] supports anionic CuI and neutral 

CuII nitrite complexes 2 and 3 as well as a neutral, mixed valence CuII / CuI nitrite species 4. The 

CuII center in 3 activates nitrite towards reduction to NO by PPh3 and CNAr while the 

corresponding anionic copper(I) complex 2 simply loses the nitrite anion upon interaction with 

these Lewis bases. OAT reactivity at copper(II) results from the ability of the copper(II) center to 

also accept an electron as nitrite undergoes reduction by one electron to give NO, enabling the 
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two-electron OAT reaction. Thus, these studies reveal that NO may be also generated at copper(II), 

adding to the NO formation pathway involving protonation of nitrite at copper(I).23, 26 

 

2.4. Experimental Details 

2.4.1. Instrumentation, Physical Methods, and Materials 

 Preparation and handling of air-sensitive chemicals were done under dry nitrogen atmosphere 

by utilizing MBraun glove-boxes and/or standard Schlenk techniques. 1H, 13C, and 19F NMR 

spectra were obtained on a Varian 400 MHz spectrometer at room temperature (RT) unless 

otherwise noted. 31P NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian 121 MHz spectrometer at RT. 1H 

and 13C chemical shift were reported as δ values downfield from the internal standard 

tetramethylsilane. 19F NMR spectra were recorded at 282.344 MHz using an internal reference of 

C6H5-CF3 (δ = -63.72 ppm). 31P chemical shifts were referenced relative to an internal standard of 

bis(4-fluorophenyl)phenylphosphine oxide (δ = 23.91 ppm), which was referenced to external 

standard of H3PO4 in deuterated water (δ = 0.00). 15N NMR spectra were referenced to external 

standard Na15NO2 in D2O (609.5 ppm vs NH3). Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin-

Elmer PE2400 micro-analyzer at Georgetown University. UV-vis spectra were recorded either on 

a Cary 50 dual beam or Agilent 8454 Diode Array spectrometer equipped with stirrer and Unisoku 

USP-203 cryostats for variable temperature (-105 °C to 90 °C) experiments. The molar extinction 

coefficients of different isolated complexes were determined from the Beer’s law plot (absorbance 

vs concentration) with at least four different concentrations. IR spectra (with spectral resolution of 

2 cm-1) were collected on a Varian 3100 FT-IR spectrometer by using KBr pellet method. The 

intensities of the vibrational bands are abbreviated as follows: s = strong, m = medium, w = weak, 
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br = broad. The EPR measurements were performed in air-tight quartz tubes. EPR spectra were 

recorded on a JEOL continuous wave spectrometer JES-FA200 equipped with an X-band Gunn 

oscillator bridge, a cylindrical mode cavity, and a liquid nitrogen cryostat. EPR measurements 

were performed in sealed quartz tubes and the simulation of EPR spectra were carried out using 

the program QCMP 136 by Prof. Dr. Frank Neese from the Quantum Chemistry Program 

Exchange as described by Neese et al. in J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1996, 118, 8692-8699. Cyclic 

voltammetry measurements were carried out at RT under dry nitrogen atmosphere using BASi 

Epsilon Potentiostat. A three-electrode system was used and consisted of a glassy carbon working 

electrode, high surface area platinum coil counter electrode, and a BASI non-aqueous reference 

electrode (MF-2062) containing a silver wire immersed in a 0.01 M AgNO3. 

 All chemicals were purchased from regular vendors (e.g. Sigma-Aldrich, Acros Organics, 

Strem Chemicals, TCI) and used without further purification unless otherwise mentioned. 

Molecular sieves (4 Å, 4-8 mesh beads) were obtained from Fisher Scientific and activated in 

vacuo at 180 °C for 24 h. Extra dry solvents (≥99.5%) with Acroseal® and deuterated solvents 

were purchased from Acros Organics and Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, respectively. Both 

anhydrous and deuterated solvents were sparged with nitrogen and stored over activated molecular 

sieve under nitrogen atmosphere. (TPP)Co was purchased from Strem Chemicals. 

 Ag15NO2 was prepared using commercially available Na15NO2 (98+ atom% 15N from 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) and by following the previously published procedure.1 A 

solution of AgNO3 (1.91 g, 11.2 mmol) in 5.0 mL of distilled water was added slowly to a 

vigorously stirring solution of Na15NO2 (0.79 g, 11.2 mmol) in 3 mL of distilled water. A faint 

yellow precipitate of Ag15NO2 immediately precipitated out of the solution. The resultant mixture 
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was allowed to stand in the dark for 1 h. The yellow precipitate was collected by suction filtration 

and washed thoroughly with distilled water and methanol. The product was dried under high 

vacuum to afford Ag15NO2 as a yellow powder (1.41 g, 9.1 mmol). The product was characterized 

by comparing the FT-IR spectra of the commercially available AgNO2 (from Strem Chemicals). 

FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm-1): 848 (14N), 840 (15N). 

 [Bu4N]15NO2 was prepared from the reaction of [Bu4N]Br and Ag15NO2. A solution of 

[Bu4N]Br (1.97 g, 6.10 mmol) in 3 mL anhydrous THF was added to a stirring solution of Ag15NO2 

(0.94 g, 6.10 mmol) in THF. The mixture was allowed to stir for 2 h. The resultant light green 

solution was evaporated under reduced pressure to afford the desired product as a yellow powder 

in 0.42 g (76%). 

2.4.2. Synthesis and Characterization of Complexes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 

 Synthesis and Characterization of the ligand [iPr2NNF6]H 

 The ligand [iPr2NNF6]H was synthesized by a slight modification of a previously reported 

procedure.29 Under nitrogen atmosphere, titanium tetrachloride (19.9 g, 105 mmol, 11.5 mL) was 

added drop-wise to a vigorously stirring solution of 2,6-diisopropyloroaniline (53.2 g, 300 mmol) 

in anhydrous heptane (250 mL). A dense orange precipitate was formed immediately. After stirring 

the reaction mixture for 2 hours at RT, 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (10.4 g, 50 mmol, 

7 mL) was added to the previous solution. The resultant reaction mixture was refluxed overnight 

at 130 °C. The color of the reaction mixture turned light yellow with a significant amount of 

precipitate consisting of titanium dioxide and 2,6-diisopropylanilinium chloride. The yellow 

solution was isolated by suction filtration and water/pentane extraction was employed for work 
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up. The orange-yellow organic phase thus obtained was treated with anhydrous MgSO4 and the 

solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford a yellow oily mass. The product was 

dissolved in methanol (100 mL) and left at -20 °C overnight to isolate the desired product as shiny 

yellow crystals (2.5 g, 4.7 mmol). Yield: 10%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 1.04 (d, 12H, Ar-

CH-(CH3)2), 1.22 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 3.09 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 6.02 (s, 1H, backbone-

CH), 7.06 (d, 4H, m-Ar-H), 7.12 (d, 2H, p-Ar-H), 11.55 (s, 1H, -NH). 19F NMR (376 MHz, C6D6): 

δ -65.29 (s, -CF3). 

 Synthesis and Characterization of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(η2-benzene) (1) 

 A two-step synthesis was employed: 

Step 1: To a chilled solution of [iPr2NNF6]H (2.56 g, 4.86 mmol) in anhydrous pentane (10 

mL), 1.5 equivalent of nBuLi (2.92 mL of 2.5 M nBuLi in hexane, 7.3 mmol) was added drop-wise 

and the reaction mixture was stirred at RT for 3 h. The pale yellow precipitate thus obtained was 

isolated on a filter frit and washed thoroughly with pentane to remove unreacted ligand and/or 

nBuLi. The lithium salt of the ligand [iPr2NNF6]Li was dried under vacuum to obtain a pale yellow 

powder in near quantitative yield. 

Step 2: A suspension of [iPr2NNF6]Li (2.66 g, 4.99 mmol) and ~5 equivalents of anhydrous 

CuCl (2.47 g, 24.95 mmol) in anhydrous benzene (~20 mL) was stirred at RT for 16 h. Due to the 

poor solubility of both the lithium salt [iPr2NNF6]Li and CuCl in benzene, 5 equivalents of CuCl 

was required to afford the desired product in optimum yield. The resultant reaction mixture was 

filtered through Celite to remove the insoluble residue and the dark brownish-yellow filtrate, which 

was evaporated under reduced pressure to obtain the desired product as an orange-yellow 

microcrystalline powder 1 in 2.49 g (75%) yield. 1H NMR spectra demonstrates the formation of 
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a copper(I) complex. 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 0.97 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.11 (d, 12H, 

Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 2.91 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 5.86 (s, 1H, backbone-CH), 7.10 (s, 6H, Ar-H). 

13C{1H} NMR (100 MHz, C6D6): δ NMR (100 MHz, 298 K, C6D6): δ 152.92 (q, 2JCF = 25.7 Hz), 

146.10, 139.26, 128.59, 124.94, 123.85, 121.96 (q, 1JCF = 288.5 Hz), 85.33 (m, 3JCF = 4.0 Hz), 

28.61, 24.26, 24.07. 19F NMR (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -60.89 (s, -CF3). Elemental analysis: calculated 

for C35H41F6N2Cu: C, 63.00; H, 6.19; N, 4.20. Found: C, 63.10; H, 6.23; N, 4.30. 

Synthesis and Characterization of [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2)} (2) 

A mixture of 1 (0.94 g, 1.4 mmol) and 1 equiv. [Bu4N]NO2 (0.41 g, 1.4 mmol) in anhydrous 

THF (~10 mL) was stirred at RT for 4 h. The resultant red precipitate was isolated on a filter frit 

and washed thoroughly with pentane. The precipitate was dried under reduced pressure to afford 

the 2 as a red powder (0.92 g, 75% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 0.72 (t, 12H, N-(CH2)3-

CH3), 0.86 (m, 16H, N-CH2-(CH2)2-CH3), 1.47 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.79 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-

(CH3)2), 2.33 (t, 8H, N-CH2-C3H7), 3.69 (sp, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 6.26 (s, 1H, backbone-CH), 7.03 

(t, 2H, p-Ar-H), 7.18 (d, 4H, m-Ar-H), 13C{1H} NMR (100 MHz, C6D6): δ 150.37 (q, 2JCF = 24.0 

Hz), 146.44, 140.31, 123.87, 122.73, 121.9 (q, 1JCF = 288.1 Hz), 82.92 (m, 3JCF = 4.7 Hz), 58.14, 

28.95, 25.56, 23.65, 23.40, 19.65, 13.68. 19F NMR (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -62.21 (s, -CF3). Elemental 

analysis: calculated for C45H71F6N4O2Cu: C, 61.59; H, 8.15; N, 6.38. Found: C, 61.69; H, 8.08; N, 

6.38. FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm-1): 2960m, 1479s, 1363w, 1309m, 1294s, 1178m, 1170s, 1132m, 

1093m, 955w, 871w. [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-15NO2)} (2-15N) was prepared with [Bu4N]15NO2 

and 1.  15N NMR (41 MHz, THF): δ 132.35 ppm. 
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Synthesis and Characterization of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) 

A mixture of 1 (1.34 g, 2.01 mmol) and 2.4 equiv.  AgNO2 (0.74 g, 4.83 mmol) in anhydrous 

fluorobenzene (~10 mL) was stirred at RT for 2 h. The resultant dark green reaction mixture was 

filtered through Celite to remove the insoluble residue. The dark green filtrate thus obtained was 

evaporated under reduced pressure to afford the desired product as a green powder 3 in 1.02 g 

(80%) yield. To obtain higher purity, the product was recrystallized from pentane at -40 °C. 

Elemental analysis: calculated for C29H35F6N3O2Cu: C, 54.84; H, 5.55; N, 6.62. Found: C, 54.84; 

H, 5.73; N, 6.60. UV-Vis (pentane, 25 °C): λmax = 615 nm (ε = 500 M-1cm-1), 440 nm (ε = 1440 M-

1cm-1). FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm-1): 2968m, 2873w, 2360m, 1560m, 1442s, 1321m, 1290m, 1244m, 

1209s, 1157br, 1095m, 887w, 794s. 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2
15N) (3-15N) was prepared from Ag15NO2 and 1. The 887 cm-1 band in the IR 

spectrum of 3 shifts to 881 cm-1 upon substitution with 15NO2 in 3-15N. 

 

Figure 2.24. A) UV-Vis spectra of 3 in pentane at 25 °C at different concentrations. B) Beer’s 

law plot for 3 depicts λmax/nm (ε/M-1cm-1) = 440 (1440), 615 (500). 
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 Synthesis and Characterization of {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-NO2) (4) 

 Procedure 1: A mixture of 1 (157.3 mg, 0.24 mmol) and 1 equiv. 3 (150 mg, 0.24 mmol) in 

anhydrous fluorobenzene (~10 mL) was stirred at RT for 2 h. The resultant dark red solution was 

dried under reduced pressure to afford 4 as a dark red powder in 220.4 mg (75%) yield. X-ray 

quality crystals were grown from fluorobenzene at -40 °C. Elemental analysis: calculated for 

C58H70F12N5Cu2 · 0.65 C6H5F: C, 57.78; H, 5.74; N, 5.44. Found: C, 58.02; H, 6.04; N, 5.39. 4 

equiv. fluorobenzene / 4 appears in the X-ray structure of 4. We have not been able to obtain 

elemental analysis consistent with full (or without) solvent occupancy. UV-Vis (pentane, 25 °C): 

λmax = 650 nm (ε = 1130 M-1cm-1), 508 nm (ε = 3200 M-1cm-1). FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm-1): 2962m, 

1552m, 1466s, 1363w, 1325s, 1213s, 1172s, 1097m, 877m 

{[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-NO2) (4-15N) was prepared from 3-15N and 1. The 879 cm-1 band in the 

IR spectrum of 4 shifts to 873.8 cm-1 upon substitution with 15NO2 in 4-15N. 

 

Figure 2.25. A) UV-Vis spectra of 4 in pentane at 25 °C at different concentrations. B) Beer’s 

law plot for 4 depicts λmax/nm (ε/M-1cm-1) = 508 (3200), 650 (1130). 

 Procedure 2: {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-NO2) (4) can be independently prepared in the reaction 

of 1 and 2-4 equivalents of nitric oxide (NO) (Scheme 2.9). A solution of 1 (200 mg, 0.30 mmol) 
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in anhydrous fluorobenzene was bubbled with NO (22 mL, 0.90 mmol). The resultant dark red 

solution was dried under reduced pressure to afford 4 as a dark red powder in 160 mg (80%) yield. 

Crystals of 4 suitable for X-ray spectroscopy may be obtained by recrystallization from pentane at 

-40 °C. 

 To provide evidence for co-formation of N2O, 15NO was employed.  A solution of 1 (53.0 mg, 

0.079 mmol) in toluene-d8 was prepared in a J Young NMR tube and cooled to -40 °C. 2 equiv. 

15NO (ca. 2 mL, 1.0 atm) was added to the chilled solution of 1. The resultant dark reddish-purple 

solution was examined by 15N NMR spectroscopy to reveal 15N2O (Figure 2.26). 

 

Scheme 2.9. Synthesis of {[iPr2NNF6]Cu}2(-2:1-NO2) (4) from 1 and NO(g). 
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Figure 2.26. 15N NMR spectrum (41 MHz, toluene-d8, RT) of the crude mixture obtained 

from the reaction of 1 and two equiv. of 15NO(g). Insets show the zoomed spectra of each doublet. 

Two peaks at δ = 232.0 (d, 1JNN = 8.61 Hz) and 148.0 (d, 1JNN = 8.61 Hz) appears from two 

inequivalent nitrogen atoms in 15N2O. 

 

 Synthesis and Characterization of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(PPh3) (5) 

 A mixture of 1 (100.5 mg, 0.15 mmol) and 1 equiv. PPh3 (39.6 mg, 0.15 mmol) in anhydrous 

fluorobenzene (~2 mL) was stirred at RT for 0.5 h. The solution was then layered with anhydrous 

pentane to afford orange crystals which were characterized by X-ray crystallography. Crystals 

were dried under reduced pressure to afford 5 (110 mg, 50% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 

0.73 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.27 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 3.41 (sp, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 6.24 

(s, 1H, backbone-CH), 6.8 (m, 13H, Ar-H), 6.93 (m, 6H, Ar-H), 7.02 (t, 2H, m-Ar-H). 13C{1H} 
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NMR (100 MHz, C6D6): δ 153.41 (qd, 2JCF = 26.0 Hz, 3JCP = 2.0 Hz), 147.72, 140.20, 133.71 (d, 

3JCP = 14.0 Hz), 132.49 (d, 1JCP = 39.0 Hz), 129.87 (d, 4JCP = 2.0 Hz), 129.01 (d, 3JCP = 10.0 Hz), 

125.17, 123.98, 122.25 (qd, 1JCF = 289.0 Hz, 4JCP = 2.0 Hz), 115.51 (d, 2JCP = 21.0 Hz), 86.76 (m, 

3JCF = 4.26 Hz, 4JCP = 1.3 Hz), 28.71, 24.64, 24.15. 19F NMR (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -60.42 (s, -CF3). 

31P NMR (121 MHz, C6D6): δ 0.18 (s, PPh3). Elemental analysis: calculated for C47H50F6N2PCu: 

C, 66.30; H, 5.92; N, 3.29. Found: C, 66.16; H, 6.04; N, 3.28. 

 Synthesis and Characterization of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(CNAr) (6) 

 A mixture of 1 (103.4 mg, 0.15 mmol) and 1 equiv. 2,6-dimethylphenyl isocyanide (20.3 mg, 

0.15 mmol) in anhydrous fluorobenzene (~2 mL) was stirred at RT for 0.5 h. The solution was 

then layered with anhydrous pentane to afford orange crystals which were characterized by X-ray 

crystallography. Crystals were dried under reduced pressure to afford the highly soluble 6 (23 mg, 

21% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 1.34 (t, 24H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.56 (s, 6H, Ar-CH3), 3.34 

(m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 6.26 (s, 1H, backbone-CH), 6.36 (d, 2H, m-Ar-H), 6.58 (t, 1H, p-Ar-H), 

7.09 (m, 6H, Ar-H). 13C{1H} NMR (100 MHz, C6D6): δ 146.9, 139.9, 135.5, 129.4, 125.1, 123.2, 

30.2, 28.7, 25.5, 22.7, 18.0 [missing CF3]. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -64.18 (s, -CF3). 

Elemental analysis: calculated for C38H44F6N3Cu: C, 63.36; H, 6.16; N, 5.83. Found: C, 63.86; H, 

6.55; N, 5.92. FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm-1): 2962m, 2144s ( CN), 1541m, 1464s, 1323s, 1211m, 

1170s, 1095m, 1057w, 777s. 
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2.4.3. Reaction of 3 with PPh3 and CNAr 

 Reaction of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) with PPh3 

 To a solution of 3 in C6D6 (2.0 mL of 15mM solution, 0.03 mmol), was added a C6D6 solution 

containing 2 equiv. PPh3 (0.5 mL of 120 mM solution, 0.06 mmol). A trifluorotoluene standard 

was also added (1 equiv.). There was no immediate color change, but gas was evolved (for gas 

trapping experiments see Section 12). After 4 hours stirring, the resultant solution was analyzed 

by 19F NMR spectroscopy, which exhibits the formation of 5 in 93% yield as judged by the 

resonance at δ -60.42 ppm. Detection of OPPh3 is achieved via 31P NMR spectroscopy. The 

difference between the yields of formation of 5 in 19F NMR versus 31P NMR, as well as the yield 

of OPPh3 formation is indicative of the high reactivity of NO towards excess PPh3 to form OPPh3 

and N2O.30  19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -60.42 (s, -CF3, compound 5). 1H NMR (400 

MHz, C6D6): δ 0.73 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2, compound 5), 1.27 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2, 

compound 5), 3.40 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2, compound 5), 6.24 (s, 1H, backbone-CH, compound 

5). 31P NMR spectrum (121 MHz, C6D6): δ -8.36 (s, PPh3 unreacted), -0.74 (s, compound 5), 20.99 

(s, OPPh3). 

 Reaction of [iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3) with CNAr (Ar = 2,6-Me2C6H3) 

 To a solution of 3 in C6D6 (2.0 mL of 15mM solution, 0.03 mmol) was added a C6D6 solution 

containing 2 equiv. 2,6-dimethylphenyl isocyanide (ArNC) (0.34 mL of 180 mM solution, 0.06 

mmol). A trifluorotoluene standard was also added (1 equiv.). The color of the solution 

immediately changed from dark green to yellow with concomitant gas evolution (for gas trapping 

experiments see Section 12). After 4 h, the resultant solution was analyzed by 19F NMR 

spectroscopy, which showed the formation of 6 in 52% yield as judged by the resonance at δ -
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64.18 ppm. 19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -66.50 (s, -CF3, compound 1), -64.18 (s, -CF3, 

compound 6). 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 0.88 (t, 6H, Ar-CH3, compound 6), 1.34 (t, 24H, Ar-

CH-(CH3)2, compound 6), 3.33 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2, compound 6), 6.25 (s, 1H, backbone-CH, 

compound 6). 

2.4.4. Reaction of 2 with PPh3 and CNAr 

 Reaction of [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2)} (2) with PPh3 

 To a solution of 2 in C6D6 (1.5 mL of 30 mM solution, 0.045 mmol) was added a C6D6 solution 

of triphenylphosphine (0.38 mL of 120 mM solution, 0.045 mmol). A trifluorotoluene standard 

was also added (1 equiv). The color of the solution turned from deep red to pale orange over the 

course of 4 h after which time the resultant solution was analyzed by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 

2.27), indicating the formation of 5 in 87% yield as judged by the resonance at δ -60.42 ppm. 19F 

NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -60.42 (s, -CF3), -63.37 (s, -CF3, unreacted 3). 1H NMR (400 

MHz, C6D6): δ 0.73 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.27 (d, 12H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 3.39 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-

(CH3)2), 6.24 (s, 1H, backbone-CH). 31P NMR spectrum (121 MHz, C6D6): δ -8.36 (s, PPh3 

unreacted), 0.11 (s, compound 5).  
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Figure 2.27. 19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 2 and two equiv. PPh3. 

 

 Reaction of [Bu4N]{[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2)} (2) with CNAr 

 To a solution of 2 in C6D6 (1.5 mL of a 30 mM solution, 0.045 mmol), a C6D6 solution of 2,6-

dimethylphenyl isocyanide (0.25 mL of a 180 mM solution, 0.045 mmol) was added. A 

trifluorotoluene standard was also added (1 equiv). The color of the solution turned from deep red 

to pale orange over the course of 2 h after which the resultant solution was analyzed by NMR 

spectroscopy which showed the formation of 6 in 95% yield based on 19F NMR (Figure 2.28). 19F 

NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6): δ -64.18 (s, -CF3). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 0.98 (t, 12H, 

N-(CH2)3-CH3), 1.34 (t, 24H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 1.49 (m, 8H, N-(CH2)2-CH2-CH3), 1.78 (s, 6H, Ar-

CH3), 3.24 (t, 8H, N-CH2-C3H7), 3.33 (m, 4H, Ar-CH-(CH3)2), 6.25 (s, 1H, backbone-CH). 
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Figure 2.28. 19F NMR spectrum (376 MHz, C6D6) of the crude mixture obtained from the 

reaction of 2 and two equiv. CNAr. 
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2.4.5. Quantitative NO Trapping by (TPP)CoII Complex 

 (TPP)CoII was used for quantitative trapping of nitric oxide using a similar experimental set up 

as previously demonstrated by Harrop.31-32 A smaller vial charged with a solution of 2 (1 mL 20 

mM) in C6H6 was carefully placed in a larger vial containing a solution of (TPP)CoII complex (20 

mL, 1 mM) in CH2Cl2 and the bigger vial was sealed with a septum (Figure 2.29). A solution of 

triphenylphosphine (PPh3) (0.5 mL 80 mM) in C6H6 was injected to the inner vial and solutions 

were stirred for 5 hr. Then an aliquot (100 μL) of the resultant (TPP)Co solution from the outer 

vial was diluted to 2 mL using CH2Cl2 and analyzed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The Q-band 

absorption features in the UV-Vis spectra of authentic (TPP)CoII (530 nm) and (TPP)Co(NO) (540 

nm) samples were used to compare and quantify the yield of cobalt-nitrosyl species (Figures 2.30 

and 2.31). The same experiment was performed on the reaction of 2 with 2 equiv. 2,6-

dimethylphenyl isocyanide (ArNC). The yield of NO formation in the reaction of 3 with 2 equiv. 

PPh3 is 83% and with 2 equiv. ArNC is 88%. 

 

Figure 2.29. The setup used for the NO quantification experiment. 
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Figure 2.30. UV-Vis spectra (in CH2Cl2 at 25 °C) of (TPP)Co (blue trace) and (TPP)Co(NO) 

species generated upon reacting (TPP)Co with NO released from the mixture of 2 and PPh3 

(orange trace). 

 

 

Figure 2.31. UV-Vis spectra (in CH2Cl2 at 25 °C) of (TPP)Co (blue trace) and (TPP)Co(NO) 

species generated upon reacting (TPP)Co with NO released from the mixture of 2 and ArNC 

(orange trace). 
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2.4.6.  General Crystallographic Details 

 Single crystals of compound 1 (CCDC 1511514), 2 (CCDC 1511515), 3 (CCDC 1511519), 4 

(CCDC 1511516), 5 (CCDC 1511517), and 6 (CCDC 1511518) were mounted under mineral oil 

or perfluoroalkyl ether oil on a Mitegen Micromount in a cold nitrogen stream at 100(2) K.  Data 

for compound 6 was collected on a Bruker D8 Quest equipped with a Photon100 CMOS detector 

and a Mo ImS source.  Data for compounds 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were collected on a Bruker DUO 

equipped with an APEXII CCD detector and Mo fine-focus sealed source.  Either full spheres 

(triclinic) or hemispheres (monoclinic or higher) of data were collected (0.3 or 0.5 ω-scans; 2θmax 

> 50; monochromatic Mo Ka radiation, λ = 0.7107 Å) depending on the crystal system and 

integrated with the Bruker SAINT program. Structure solutions were performed using the 

SHELXTL/PC suitea and XSEEDb. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects 

and an empirical absorption correction was applied using Blessing’s method as incorporated into 

the program SADABS.c Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters 

and hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions. Structures were rendered with POV-Ray 

in XSEED using 50% probability ellipsoids. Further comments on disorder models: 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-benzene) (1):  One CF3 group is disordered over two positions.  The like C-

C and C-F distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  The F•••F distances were restrained 

to be similar (esd 0.02Å).  

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(1-NO2) (2):  There are two ion pairs per asymmetric unit.  One aryl group on 

anion one is disordered over two positions.  The like Cu-N, N-C, and C-C distances were restrained 

to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  Two isopropyl group on anion one are disordered over two positions.  

The like C-C distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  One CF3 group on anion one is 
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disordered over two positions.  The like C-C and C-F distances were restrained to be similar (esd 

0.01Å).  The F•••F distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.02Å).  Two butyl groups of cation 

one are disordered over two positions.  The like N-C and C-C distances were restrained to be 

similar (esd 0.01Å).  One butyl group of cation two is disordered over two positions.   The like N-

C and C-C distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  Two reflections were omitted from 

the final refinement because they were partially obscured by the shadow of the beam stop. 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (3):  The datum crystal of (3) was twinned.  The twin law by rows 

relating the primary domain to the secondary domain is (1 -0.5 0), (0 -1 0), (0 0 -1).  The ratio of 

the twin domains refines to approximately 63% : 37%. 

{[iPr2NNF6]Cu}(-2:1-NO2) (4):  One half of the molecule is present in the asymmetric unit, 

the other half is generated by the symmetry operation [-x+1, y, -z+3/2].  Four highly disordered 

fluorobenzene solvent molecules were also present.  Attempts to model these disordered solvent 

molecules were unsuccessful and so they were removed from the model using the squeeze routine 

in PLATON.d The electron count from the squeeze model is in good agreement with the electron 

count predicted from the solvent molecules.  The bridging NO2 group is disordered across the 

symmetry site over two orientations.  The major orientation is Cu1••• (-2:1-NO2) •••Cu1’ and 

the minor orientation is Cu1••• (-1:2-NO2) •••Cu1’ where Cu1’ is generated by the symmetry 

operation [-x+1, y, -z+3/2].  The NO2 nitrogen atoms of each orientation (N3/N3B) were 

constrained to have equal x,y,z positions as well as equal anisotropic displacement parameters.  

The like Cu-O and N-O distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å). 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(PPh3)  (5):  There are two molecules in the asymmetric unit along with three 

highly disordered pentane solvent molecules.  Attempts to model these disordered solvent 
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molecules were unsuccessful and so they were removed from the model using the squeeze routine 

in PLATON.  The electron count from the squeeze model is in good agreement with the electron 

count predicted from the solvent molecules.  One CF3 group on molecule one is disordered over 

two positions.  The C-F distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  The F•••F distances 

were restrained to be similar (esd 0.02Å).  One of the aryl groups on molecule one is disordered 

over two positions.  The like C-C and C-N distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  

One CF3 group on molecule two is disordered over two positions.  The like C-C and C-F distances 

were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å).  The F•••F distances were restrained to be similar (esd 

0.02Å).  One isopropyl group of molecule two is disordered over two positions.  The like C-C 

distances were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å). 

[iPr2NNF6]Cu(CNAr) (6):  There are two molecule in the asymmetric unit along with one 

toluene solvent molecule.  The toluene is disordered over two positions.  The like C-C distances 

were restrained to be similar (esd 0.01Å). 

 

References for crystal structure refinements. 

(a) SHELXTL-PC, Vers. 5.10; 1998, Bruker-Analytical X-ray Services, Madison, WI; G. M. 

Sheldrick, SHELX-97, Universität Göttingen, Göttingen,Germany.  

(b) L. Barbour, XSEED, 1999.  

(c) SADABS; G. M. Sheldrick, 1996, based on the method described in R. H. Blessing, Acta 

Crystallogr. Sect. A, 1995, 51, 33.  

(d) Spek, A. L., Structure validation in chemical crystallography. Acta. Crystallogr. Sect. D Biol. 

Crystallogr. 2009, 65 (Pt 2), 148-55. 
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CHAPTER III 

NITRITE-PHENOL-NO CROSSTALK: PHENOL OXIDATION AND NO GENERATION FROM 

NITRITE AT COPPER(II) SITES 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 Nitrite (NO2
-) is an important reservoir of nitric oxide (NO) involved in a wide range of 

physiological activities such as neurotransmission, vasodilation, and immune response.1 While the 

enzyme NO-synthase (NOS) produces NO from L-arginine by employing an O2 dependent route,2-

3 reduction of nitrite to NO plays crucial role for tightly regulating NO concentrations in hypoxia.4-

6 An imbalance in the production of NO under aerobic conditions leads to nitrosative stress which 

is associated with nitration and nitrosation of protein tyrosine residues7 that serves as both a 

biomarker for diseases such as cardiovascular,8 Alzhimer’s,9 and Parkinson’s,10 and mediator of 

pathogenic reactions involving phosphorylation and dephosphorylation with the nitrated protein 

becoming a target of degradation.7, 11 Such modification also can interfere with signal 

transduction.7  

 In addition to oxidative mechanisms under inflammatory conditions, it has been recognized for 

quite some time that tyrosine nitr(os)ation can also occur by acidification of nitrite and nitrate such 

as occurs within acidic gastric environments after ingestion of NO2
- and NO3

- from dietary 

sources.12-13 This is also consistent with recent findings that dietary polyphenols enhance the 

reduction of nitrite to bioactive NO in the acidic gastric lumen as an important part of the digestion 

process.14-15 
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Scheme 3.1. Oxidation of tyrosine in presence of NO/NO2. 

 Redox-active transition metals such as iron, copper, and manganese can catalyze the nitration 

of phenolic moieties by both peroxynitrite-dependent and peroxynitrite-independent pathways.16-

17 Some of the better known examples include SOD,17-18 peroxidases,19-20 and cytochrome c 

oxidase which all possess copper containing active sites.21 Nitrite reduction at copper(II) has been 

extensively explored in the context of copper nitrite reductase that involves outer-sphere reduction 

to a copper(I) nitrite coupled with proton transfer.22  Indeed, a copper(I) complex of a proton-

responsive ligand possessing acidic phenol moieties capable of H-bonding results in rapid 

reduction of nitrite to NO with concomitant oxidation to copper(II).23 We have recently shown that 

copper(II) nitrites can oxidize nucleophiles such as phosphines and release NO upon O-atom 

transfer,24 related to the reaction of nucleophiles with [Fe]-NO2 complexes to give nitrosyls [Fe]-

NO (Scheme 3.2, A).25-27 Moreover, proton-assisted nucleophilic attack between copper(II) nitrites 

[CuII](2-O2N) and nucleophiles Nu-H gives [CuII]-OH and the nitrosated nucleophile Nu-NO (Nu 

= NPh2, O
tBu, and SR) (Scheme 3.2, B).28 In the case of thiols RS-H, S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) 
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form that provide a facile pathway for nitrite reduction to NO as RSNOs readily release NO to 

form disulfides RSSR. 

 

Scheme 3.2. NO generation from nitrite at metal sites. 

 Herein we describe the reaction of copper(II) nitrites with phenols ArOH to form O-nitroso 

phenols ArONO that release NO (Scheme 3.2, C). Motivated by sparse experimental29 and 

computational30 studies on ArONO compounds, we demonstrate the interconversion of ArONO 

with the phenoxy radical ArO• and NO•, clearly connecting ArONO formation with NO 

generation. 
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3.2. Results and Discussion 

3.2.1. Copper(II) Nitrite Reactivity towards Hindered Phenols 

 Recognizing the potential intermediacy of phenoxy radicals ArO•, we first investigated the 

reaction of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (tBu3ArOH) with [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) to discourage 

secondary phenol oxidation. The green color of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) quickly bleaches upon 

reaction with excess tBu3ArOH (50 equiv.) in benzene at RT and leads to formation of a brownish-

yellow precipitate of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(μ-OH)2 (2) (82%, based on gravimetric analysis). Through 

reaction of tBu3ArOH with 15N-labeled [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1-15N), tBu3ArONO forms as 

identified by its 15N NMR signal at  387.0 ppm (Figure 3.4). Additionally, EPR spectroscopy 

clearly reveals the tBu3ArO• radical as a sharp signal at giso = 2.00 (Figure 3.3). The control 

experiment which will be explained later indicates that tBu3ArO• radical is formed as a result of 

tBu3ArONO formation which is in equilibrium with tBu3ArO• radical and NO. Analysis of the 

headspace gas indicates the presence of NO through chemical trapping with Fe(dtc)2 (dtc = N,N-

diethyldithiocarbamate) (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 

 

Scheme 3.3. Reaction of [CuII](2-O2N) with tBu3ArOH: 

tBu3ArONO / tBu3ArO• + NO equilibrium. 
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 To characterize the different components of the reaction of 1 with 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol 

shown in Scheme 3.4, a variety of spectroscopic techniques were employed. Combining all the 

pieces from the product mixture suggests the following two steps to carry out this reaction. 

 

Scheme 3.4. Reaction of 1 with 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol. 

 

Figure 3.1. Stoichiometric conversion of (dtc)2FeII to (dtc)2FeII(NO) during NO trapping. 
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Figure 3.2. Isotropic X-band EPR spectrum of [(dtc)2Fe(NO)] species generated upon 

reacting (dtc)2FeII with NO(g) released from the mixture of 1 and 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol 

(1.0 mM in CH2Cl2 at 293 K). Frequency = 8.968347 GHz. Simulation was performed using 1N 

model: giso = 2.037, Aiso(
14N) = 38 MHz.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. X-band EPR spectrum of the 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical from the 

reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) and 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol in benzene at 293 K. 

Frequency = 8.992148 GHz. Simulation was performed using giso = 2.001. 
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Scheme 3.5. Synthesis of 15N-labeled tBu3ArONO. 

 

Figure 3.4. 15N NMR spectrum (41 MHz, 298 K, C6D6) of the reaction of 1-15N with 2,4,6-tri-

tert-butylphenol that indicates formation of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArO15NO). 

 Formation of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) was confirmed via IR spectroscopy. The IR spectrum 

was taken from an aliquot of the product mixture showing a sharp vibrational band at 3652 cm-1, 

diagnostic of a bis(-hydroxo)dicopper(II) species. 

 Control experiments reveal that tBu3ArONO is the source of both the tBu3ArO• radical as well 

as NO (Scheme 3.6). Reaction of tBuO15NO with tBu3ArOH provides tBu3ArO15NO observed by 
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15N NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.5) as well as generates the tBu3ArO• radical evidenced by EPR 

(g = 2.00) (Figure 3.6) as well as UV-vis spectroscopy (max = 626 nm (328 M-1cm-1)). Sampling 

of the headspace also reveals formation of NO in 73% yield as detected by chemical trapping with 

[T(O-Me)PP]CoII (Figure 3.7).  

 

Scheme 3.6. Synthesis of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO) and formation of the 

corresponding radical.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. 15N NMR spectrum (41 MHz, 298 K, C6D6) of 15N-labeled 2,4,6-tri-tert-

butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArO15NO) in the presence of excess tBuO15NO. 
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Figure 3.6. Isotropic X-band EPR spectrum and simulation for tBu3ArO• radical in benzene 

at 293 K formed as a result of tBu3ArONO dissociation. Frequency = 9.183484 GHz. 

Simulation was performed using giso = 1.999. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Conversion of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII to [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) during nitric oxide 

quantification. 
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 The dissociation constant for loss of NO from tBu3ArONO to give tBu3ArO• was obtained using 

UV-vis spectroscopy. A solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•) was purged 

with excess NO which leads to the decrease in the absorption band at 626, characteristic of 

tBu3ArO• (Figure 3.8). This change of absorbance was converted to the change in concentration 

which made it possible to calculate the dissociation constant for the equilibrium shown in Scheme 

3.7. 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.7. The equilibrium between tBu3ArONO and tBu3ArO• radical.   

 

Figure 3.8. UV-vis spectra of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•) in benzene at 

room temperature illustrates the partial consumption of tBu3ArO• upon addition of nitric 

oxide judged by the decay of the Q-band at 626 nm. Blue line comes from 1.0 mL tBu3ArO• 

dissolved in 3.0 mL benzene and green line comes from 1.0 mL tBu3ArO• dissolved in 3.0 mL 

NO(g) saturated benzene. 
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3.2.2. Copper(II) Nitrite Reactivity towards Oxidizable Phenols 

 With oxidizable phenols, a more complex reaction mixture ensues. Reaction between 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP) (50 equiv.) in benzene at room 

temperature quickly provides a precipitate of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(μ-OH)2 (2) (72%) and headspace 

analysis indicates formation of NO in 99% yield. GC-MS analysis reveals the corresponding 

biphenol (5) as the major phenol-based product along with a small amount (6%) of 2,4-di-tert- 

butyl-6-nitrophenol (7). Although we anticipated the initial formation of 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-

nitrosophenol (6) under these conditions, nitro compound 7 also forms in small amounts in the 

reaction of 2,4-DTBP with tBuONO under anaerobic conditions (Scheme 3.8). 

 

Scheme 3.8. Detailed mechanism proposed for the reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert butylphenol. 
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 The corresponding biphenol 5 actually forms in greater than 100% stoichiometric yield due to 

subsequent oxidation of 2,4-DTBP by [Cu]2(-OH)2 (2) shown in an independent experiment. In 

this experiment, GC analysis (Figure 3.9) was performed on the product mixture from the reaction 

between {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) and 2,4-di-tert butylphenol, confirming the formation of 

compound 5 almost in 100%. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.9. GC profile of the reaction mixture obtained upon addition of excess 2,4-di-tert-

butylphenol to a solution consisting 2 and one equiv. 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (as internal 

standard) in C6H6. Product contains biphenol (5) (retention time: 11.58 min). The unassigned 

peaks correspond to ligand residue. Analysis of this GC analysis provides a GC yield of 98% for 

5. 

Standard Biphenol 
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 The reaction between 2,4-DTBP and [CuII](2-O2N) (1) is highly solvent dependent. In THF, 

we isolate the copper(II) nitrosophenolate [Cl2NNF6]Cu(κ2-O,N-OArNO) (3) in 84% yield. Single 

crystal X-ray diffraction analysis displays a square planar copper core bound by the 2-O,N moiety 

to the oxidized C-nitroso phenol resulting from nitrosation of 2,4-DTBP molecule (Figure 3.10). 

The distances between the Cu center and nitroso phenol (Cu1-O1 = 1.9495(13), Cu1-N3 

=1.9847(17) Å) are in the same range as Cu-N distances (Cu1-N1 = 1.9475(17), Cu1-N2 = 

1.9548(16) Å). The UV-vis absorption spectrum of complex 3 in THF depicts two intense features 

centered at λmax= 550 nm (2510 M−1cm−1) and 645 nm (1750 M−1cm−1). The isotropic X-band EPR 

spectrum of 3 at 293 K in tetrahydrofuran shows a four line signal centered at giso = 2.070 with 

Aiso(Cu) = 172 MHz, confirming its formulation as a copper(II), S = ½ species (Figure 3.11). Low 

temp EPR was also performed on the frozen sample at 20 K (Figure 3.12). 

 

Scheme 3.9. Synthesis of [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) (3). 
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Figure 3.10. Molecular structure of [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) (3) (CCDC 1875640). Thermal 

ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.9475(17), Cu1-N2 1.9548(16), Cu1-O1 

1.9495(13), Cu1-N3 1.9847(17), N3-O2 1.252(2), N3-C19 1.365(2), O1-C18 1.289(2), O1-Cu1-

N3 82.23(6), Cu1-N3-C19 112.77(13), Cu1-N3-O2 127.14(12), Cu1-O1-C18 112.68(12). 
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Figure 3.11. Isotropic X-band EPR spectrum and simulation for [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) (3) 

(1.0 mM in THF at 293 K). Frequency = 9.433414 GHz, Power = 1 mW, ModWidth = 0.5 mT, 

time constant = 0.1 s. Simulation was performed using 1Cu model: g⊥ = 2.085, g|| = 2.040, 

A⊥(63/65Cu) = 180 MHz, A||(
63/65Cu) = 155 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 3.12. Anisotropic X-band EPR spectrum and simulation for [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) 

(3) (2.0 mM in THF at 20 K). Frequency = 9.413948 GHz. Simulation was performed using 1Cu 

model: g⊥ = 2.036, g|| = 2.178, A⊥(63/65Cu) = 15 MHz, A||(
63/65Cu) = 470 MHz. 
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 GC-MS analysis of the reaction mixture shows a different partitioning of products in different 

solvents. In benzene, biphenol and NO are formed with little 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) 

whereas in THF the biphenol 5 is a minor product. Copper complex 3 likely forms in an acid-base 

reaction from 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrosophenol (6) (perhaps initially formed from ArO• and NO•) 

and [Cu]2(-OH)2 (2) in THF (Scheme 3.10). 

 

Scheme 3.10. Oxidation of 2,4-DTBP by [CuII](2-O2N) (1). 

 

3.2.3. Copper(II) Nitrite Reaction with Catechol 

 In addition to aromatic phenols with single OH moieties, we investigated the reaction of 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) with 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol as it emulates the interactions  of 

polyphenols with nitrite at copper(II) sites (Scheme 3.11). An equimolar reaction between 3,5-di-

tert-butylcatechol and 1 in benzene at room temperature leads to an immediate color change from 
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green to dark brown with concomitant evolution of NO gas in 75% yield. The dark green complex 

4 can be isolated in 98% yield, revealed by X-ray crystallography (Figure 3.13) as a -diketiminato 

copper fragment [Cl2NNF6]Cu bound to 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone moiety in a 2-O,O’ 

fashion with Cu-N-dik = 1.9361(13), 1.9323(12) Å and Cu-O = 1.9330(11), 1.9527(10) Å. The 

sum of the angles around the Cu center in 4 is 369.43(17)°, hence demonstrating a distorted square 

planar geometry at the copper center. Complex 4 is paramagnetic and provides a solution magnetic 

moment  of 2.54 BM in benzene-d6 at 300 K, thereby suggesting a formulation that involves 

ferromagnetic coupling between a CuII center and a semiquinone radical anion. 

 

Scheme 3.11. NO generation from a substituted catechol. 
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Figure 3.13. Molecular structure of [CuII](2-O,O’-3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone) (4) 

(CCDC 1875641). Thermal ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms 

are omitted for clarity. Only the major component of disordered sites is shown. Selected bond 

distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.9361(13), Cu1-N2 1.9323(12), Cu1-O1 1.9527(10), 

Cu1-O2 1.9330(11), O2-C19 1.2847(16), O1-C18 1.2859(17), O1-Cu1-O2 83.01(4). 

 

3.2.4. Kinetic Studies 

 Pseudo first-order rate constants for the reaction of [CuII](2-O2N) (1) with excess 2,4-DTBP 

(25 - 60 equiv.) in benzene at 30 °C were obtained by observing the loss of the UV-vis band of 1 

at  = 610 nm which provides the rate law: rate = k[CuII(2-O2N)][HOAr’] with k = 6.3(1) × 10-2 
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M-1s-1 (Figure 3.14). This reaction exhibits a negligible kinetic isotope effect (KIE = 0.97) when 

employing HOAr’ and DOAr’ (Ar’ = 2,4-tBu2C6H3) (performed by former postdoc Dr. Subrata 

Kundu), indicating that proton transfer is not an important part of (or up to) the rate determining 

step. Eyring analysis (Figure 3.15) gives G‡ = 19.2(9) with H‡ = 16.4(7) and S‡ = -9.3(24) eu. 

Details of these rate determination experiments are described in the experimental section. 

 

Scheme 3.12. Reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. 

 

Figure 3.14. UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1) 

with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. (a) Changes in the UV-vis spectrum of 1 upon addition of 25 equiv. 

2,4-di-tert-butylphenol at 30 °C. (b) linear plot of ln(abs) vs. time reflects the first order of the 

reaction with respect to 1. (c) Plot of pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) against the 

concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol provides the second-order rate constant (k2 = 6.3(1) × 10-

2 M-1s-1). 
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Figure 3.15. (a) Kinetics for the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) with 2,4-di-tert-

butylphenol in benzene at 20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and  50 C as monitored through plots of 

ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 610 nm at time t, Af = 

absorbance at  = 610 nm at the end of the reaction, and Ai = absorbance at  = 610 nm at 

the start of the reaction. (b) Eyring plot of ln(k2/T) versus 1/T (T = temperature in K) over 

different temperatures employing the second-order rate constants (Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1. Second-order rate constants (k2) at different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 

50C) for the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(
2
-O2N) (1) with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in benzene. 

T (K) 1/T (K
-1

) k2 (M
-1

s
-1

) ln(k2/T) 

293.15 3.41×10-3 3.24×10-2 -9.11 

303.15 3.30×10-3 7.28×10-2 -8.34 

313.15 3.19×10-3 1.93×10-1 -7.39 

323.15 3.09×10-3 4.83×10-1 -6.51 

 

Table 3.2. Activation parameters from the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(
2
-O2N) (1) with 2,4-di-tert-

butylphenol in benzene. 

H (kcal/mol) S (cal/K.mol) G (kcal/mol) at 30 °C 

16.4(7) - 9.3(24) eu 19.2(9) 

 

 Hammett studies on the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) with a modest range of p-

substituted phenols (Figure 3.16) in benzene at 30 °C provides  = -1.6(1) indicating faster rates 

with electron-rich phenols.  

 

Scheme 3.13. Reaction of 1 with different para-X-substituted phenols. 
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Figure 3.16. Hammett plot for the reaction of 1 with para-X-substituted phenols at 30 °C. 

Analyzed data provides  = -1.6(1). 

 

Table 3.3. Hammett constants and rate constants for the reactions of 1 with different p-substituted 

phenols. 

 σ log(k2) k2 (M-1s-1) kobs (s-1) 

p-methoxy-DTBP -0.78 -0.7 1.9×10-1 3.3×10-2 

p-phenoxy-DTBP -0.50 -1.3 4.8×10-2 8.0×10-3 

p-tert-butyl-DTBP -0.26 -1.6 2.6×10-2 4.3×10-3 

p-fluoro-DTBP -0.07 -1.9 1.3×10-2 2.3×10-3 
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Figure 3.17. Pseudo first-order plots for the reactions of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) and 50.0 

equiv. para-X-substituted phenols at 30 °C to determine pseudo first-order rate constants 

(kobs) and second-order rate constants (k2).   

 

 Accordingly, making the nitrite less electrophilic should also result in a lower rate. To test this 

hypothesis, we synthesized a sterically similar but electronically different version of complex 1. 

This new complex [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) has two methyl groups on the aryl ring on the -

diketiminato ligand rather than chloro groups which are aimed to make it more electron-rich. 

Complex 1a was synthesized in a similar way to complex 1 as shown in Scheme 3.14. This new 
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complex was fully characterized by cyclic voltammetry (Figure 3.18), X-ray crystallography 

(Figure 3.19), and EPR spectroscopy (Figures 3.20 and 3.21).  

 

Scheme 3.14. Synthesis of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a). 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Cyclic voltammogram of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) (4.0 mM in 

tetrahydrofuran at 25 °C) in presence of n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 

M). Scan proceeds in the indicated direction with scan rate of 100 mV/s. E1/2 = -570 mV vs. Fc/Fc+; 

ΔE = 450 mV. 
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Figure 3.19. Molecular structure of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) (CCDC 1875639). Thermal 

ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.8987(17), Cu1-N2 1.9021(18), Cu1-O1 

2.0127(19), Cu1-O2 2.0103(18), N3-O1 1.252(3), N3-O2 1.256(3), O1-Cu1-O2 61.51(7), O1-N3-

O2 110.2(2). 
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Figure 3.20. Isotropic X-band EPR spectrum and simulation for [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1a) 

(2.0 mM in benzene at 293 K). Frequency = 9.412571 GHz. Simulation was performed using 

1Cu model: giso = 2.088, Aiso(
63/65Cu) = 196 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 3.21. Anisotropic X-band EPR spectrum and simulation for [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  

(1a) (1.0 mM in pentane/benzene (1:1) at 20 K). Frequency = 9.414432 GHz. Simulation was 

performed using 1Cu model: g⊥ = 2.072, g|| = 2.230, A⊥(63/65Cu) = 30 MHz, A||(
63/65Cu) = 481 MHz. 
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 Reaction of 2,4-DTBP with [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) (E1/2 = 230 mV vs. NHE in THF) that 

is somewhat more electron-rich than [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) (E1/2 = 330 mV) results in a second-

order rate constant k = 6.4(6) × 10-3 M-1s-1 at 30 °C (Figure 3.22) that is an order of magnitude 

slower than the corresponding k = 6.3(1) × 10-2 M-1s-1 for 1.   

 

Scheme 3.15. Reaction of 1a with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. 

 

 

Figure 3.22. UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1a) 

with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. (a) Changes in the UV-vis spectrum of 1a upon addition of 25 equiv. 

2,4-di-tert-butylphenol at 30 °C. (b) linear plot of ln(abs) vs. time reflects the first order of the 

reaction with respect to 1a. (c) Plot of pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) against the 

concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol provides the second-order rate constant (k2 = 6.4(6) × 10-

3 M-1s-1). 
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 Taken together, these observations support a mechanism that involves nucleophilic attack by 

the phenol on an electrophilic nitrite at copper(II) (Scheme 3.23). Details of these kinetic 

experiments are described in the experimental section. 

 

Figure 3.23. (A) Hammett plot illustrating rate acceleration with electron-rich phenols and 

(B) comparison of rate constants that indicate faster reaction at electron-poor copper(II) 

nitrite. 

 

 In addition to our initial Eyring experiments, we also performed a varied-concentration Eyring 

study (Figure 3.24) where the Eyring parameters were determined for the reaction of 

[Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP) at different concentrations 

of the phenol. The analysis indicates that there are different activation parameters for different 

concentrations of the phenol. Remarkably, our results show that at higher concentrations of the 

phenol, H becomes larger whereas the S value becomes smaller while the overall G of the 

reaction stays almost the same (Table 3.4).  
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Table 3.4. Activation parameters for the reaction of 1a with 2,4-DTBP at different concentrations. 

Equiv. of 2,4-DTBP H (kcal/mol) S (kcal/mol.K) 
G @ 30 °C 
(kcal/mol) 

25 12.49 - 0.0278 20.89 

35 14.35 - 0.0212 20.77 

50 15.05 - 0.0186 20.68 

60 18.20 - 0.0080 20.64 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24. Eyring plots of the reaction of 1a with (a) 25 equiv., (b) 35 equiv., (c) 50 equiv., 

and (d) 60 equiv. 2,4-DTBP. 
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 Considering the small entropy of activation that also changes with the concentration of the 

phenol, one explanation for this finding would be a potential “pre-equilibrium” between the 

hydrogen on the phenol and the oxygen on the nitrite ligand (Scheme 3.16). The reasonably low 

pKa of phenols (pKa = 9-10) which makes the hydrogen on the phenol pretty acidic, also supports 

this hydrogen-bonding hypothesis. These findings are also consistent with what we observe during 

the KIE experiment with a KIE value smaller than one which is an important indication of some 

sort of association at the transition state. 

 

Scheme 3.16. Possible hydrogen bonding during the reduction of nitrite by phenols. 

  

3.2.5. Oxidation of -tocopherol by Copper(II) Nitrite 

 Since the rate of phenol reaction with [CuII](2-O2N) (1) increases through the use of electron-

rich phenols, we considered the reaction with the antioxidant -tocopherol (vitamin E) and its 

synthetic analogue PMC which are extraordinarily electron-rich phenols. -tocopherol and PMC 

react with 1 to generate NO in 73% and 88% yield, respectively. Kinetic studies suggest that PMC 

reacts with 1 at a rate that is orders of magnitude faster than 2,4-DTBP at 30 °C, prompting us to 

examine the reaction at -40 °C.  At this temperature, monitoring the growth of a low energy band 

at  = 1050 nm allows us to assign the rate law: rate = k[CuII(2-O2N)][PMC] with k = 9.9(6) × 

10-3 M-1s-1 (Figure 3.25). Extrapolating the second-order rate constant for the reaction of 1 with 
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2,4-di-tert-butylphenol at -40 °C via the Eyring analysis gives k = 1.7 × 10-5 M-1s-1.  Thus, PMC 

reacts almost 3 orders of magnitude faster than 2,4-DTBP! 

 

Scheme 3.17. Reaction of 1 with PMC. 

 

 

Figure 3.25. UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) 

with PMC. (a) Changes in the UV-vis spectrum at 1050 nm upon addition of 40 equiv. PMC at -

40 °C. (b) linear plot of ln(abs) vs. time reflects the first order of the reaction with respect to 1. (c) 

The plot of pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs’s) against the the concentration of PMC to obtain 

second-order rate constant: (k2 = 9.9(6) × 10-3 M-1s-1). 

 

 To further probe the nature of the low temperature intermediate that forms in the reaction of 

PMC with [CuII](2-O2N) (1), we added PMC to a solution of the corresponding [CuII]-OtBu (10) 
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complex in pentane at -40 °C which quickly generates the species with  = 1050 nm (Figures 3.26). 

From these pentane solutions, we were fortunate to isolate a few crystals of two different copper 

complexes characterized by X-ray (Figures 3.27 and 3.28) that each feature a doubly oxidized 

PMC ligand in [CuI](2-PMC) (8) and [CuI]2(−2:1-PMC-2H) (9). 

 

Figure 3.26. Changes in the UV-Vis spectra at -40 °C upon injecting a solution of PMC to a 

solution of [CuII]-OtBu (10) demonstrates a clean conversion of 10 to a new product. 
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Figure 3.27. Molecular structure of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) (CCDC 1940314). Thermal ellipsoid 

plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond 

distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.935(2), Cu1-N2 1.935(3), Cu1-C26 2.070(3), Cu1-C31 

1.983(3), C26-C31 1.385(5), C18-O1 1.247(4), N1-Cu1-N2 99.76(11), C26-Cu1-C31 39.90(13). 
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Figure 3.28. Molecular structure of [CuI]2(-2:1-PMC-2H) (9) (CCDC 1940313). Thermal 

ellipsoid plots are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu1-N1 1.920(4), Cu1-N2 1.912(4), Cu1-C26 

2.088(5), Cu1-C31 1.968(5), C26-C31 1.387(7), C18-O1 1.238(6), Cu2-O1 1.887(3), Cu2-N3 

1.903(4), Cu2-N4 1.980(4), N1-Cu1-N2 99.64(18), N3-Cu2-N4 98.31(17), C26-Cu1-C31 

39.85(19), Cu2-O1-C18 139.3(4). 
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  The C26−C31 (8: 1.385(5), 9: 1.387(7) Å) and C−O (8: 1.247(4), 9: 1.238(6) Å) bond distances 

reflect the C=C and C=O bonds within the o-quinoid methide structure of copper(I) adducts 8 and 

9. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of 8 and 9 hampered additional solution characterization. Such o-

quinone methides are key intermediates in vitamin E metabolism which have been 

spectroscopically observed via trapping experiments,31-32 but have eluded previous X-ray 

characterization due to their short lifetimes.  Thus, -tocapherol quickly generates NO upon 

reaction with copper(II) nitrite  1, ultimately undergoing a two-electron oxidation to an o-quinoid 

methide at low temperature. 

 

Scheme 3.18. NO generation from vitamin E analogues and formation of o-quinone methide 

derivatives 8 and 9. 

 

 Proposed Reaction Mechanism for the Formation of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) and 

[CuI]2(−2:1-PMC-2H) (9) 

 As evidenced by the identical UV-vis spectra obtained from the reactions between 1 and PMC, 

as well as [CuII]-OtBu (10) and PMC, it is clear that both reactions form the same product. 
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Although, we were only successful in crystallizing the product from the reaction of [CuII]-OtBu 

and PMC. We propose the following reaction mechanism for the formation of two very similar 

oxidized PMC adducts, complexes 8 and 9 (Scheme 3.19). 

 

Scheme 3.19. Proposed mechanism for the formation of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) and [CuI]2(−2:1-

PMC-2H) (9) from the reaction of 10 with PMC.  

 

3.3. Conclusions 

 Phenols generate NO from nitrite at copper(II) via oxidation of the phenol to O-nitrosated 

intermediates ArONO susceptible to NO loss to give the phenoxy radical ArO•. Mechanistic 

studies suggest a proton-assisted nucleophilic attack of the phenol on an electrophilic copper(II) 

nitrite with highest rates for electron-rich phenols. Accordingly, phenolic antioxidants such as -

tocapherol react very quickly with copper(II) bound nitrite to generate NO. They undergo 2-

electron oxidation to highly reactive o-quinone methides that may be captured via 2-methide 

coordination to the resulting copper(I) center. These studies underscore anaerobic pathways for 
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phenol oxidation that complement peroxynitrite-dependent modifications that often take place 

under aerobic conditions.7 

 

Scheme 3.20. Summary of all the reactions for which the NO(g) yield was quantified in this work. 

 

3.4. Experimental Details 

3.4.1. Instrumentation, Physical Methods, and Materials 

 Preparation and handling of air-sensitive chemicals were done under a dry nitrogen atmosphere 

by utilizing MBraun gloveboxes and/or standard Schlenk techniques. 1H, 13C, and 19F NMR 

spectra were obtained on a Varian 400 MHz spectrometer at room temperature (RT) unless 
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otherwise noted. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were reported as δ values downfield from the internal 

standard tetramethylsilane. 15N NMR spectra were recorded at 41.0 MHz and referenced to the 

external standard Na15NO2 in D2O (609.5 ppm vs. liquid NH3). Elemental analyses were performed 

on a Perkin-Elmer PE2400 micro-analyzer at Georgetown University. High resolution mass 

spectroscopy (HRMS) analysis was carried out at Indiana University on a 7250 GC/Q-OTF Agilent 

GC/MS spectrometer. UV-vis spectra were recorded either on a Cary 50 dual beam or Agilent 

8454 Diode Array spectrometer equipped with stirrer and Unisoku USP-203 cryostat for variable 

temperature (-105 °C to 90 °C) experiments. The molar extinction coefficients of different isolated 

complexes were determined from Beer’s law plots (absorbance vs concentration) with at least four 

different concentrations. EPR spectra were recorded on one of two different instruments: (a) a 

JEOL continuous wave spectrometer JES-FA200 equipped with an X-band Gunn oscillator bridge, 

a cylindrical mode cavity, and a liquid nitrogen cryostat at Georgetown or (b) an X-Band Bruker 

EMX CW EPR controlled with a Bruker ER 041 XG microwave bridge operating at the X-band 

(~9 GHz). EPR measurements were performed in air-tight quartz tubes. Simulation of EPR spectra 

were carried out using the program QCMP 136 by Prof. Dr. Frank Neese from the Quantum 

Chemistry Program Exchange as described by Neese et al. in J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1996, 118, 8692-

8699. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out at RT under dry nitrogen atmosphere 

using BASi Epsilon Potentiostat. A three-electrode system was used and consisted of a glassy 

carbon working electrode, high surface area platinum coil counter electrode, and a BASI non-

aqueous reference electrode (MF-2062) containing a silver wire immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 in 

acetonitrile. 
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 All chemicals were purchased from typical vendors (e.g. Sigma-Aldrich, Acros Organics, Strem 

Chemicals, TCI) and used without further purification unless otherwise mentioned. Molecular 

sieves (4A, 4-8 mesh beads) were obtained from Fisher Scientific and activated in vacuo at 180 

°C for 24 h. Extra dry solvents (≥99.5%) with Acroseal® and deuterated solvents were purchased 

from Acros Organics and Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, respectively. Both anhydrous and 

deuterated solvents were sparged with nitrogen and stored over activated molecular sieve under 

nitrogen atmosphere. 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine cobalt(II) [T(O-

Me)PP]CoII was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

 CuOtBu,33 [Me2NNF6]H,34 [Cl2NNF6]H,34 [Cl2NNF6]Cu-OtBu (10),28 and [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-

O2N)28 (1) were synthesized and characterized according to literature procedures. 

 tBuO15NO was prepared using commercially available Na15NO2 (98+ atom% 15N from 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) by following the previously published procedure.35 

 

3.4.2. Synthesis and Characterization of Complexes 1a, 3, 4, and tBu3ArO• Radical  

 Synthesis and Characterization of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1a) 

 Step 1: [Me2NNF6]Cu(η2-C6H6) was synthesized by a previously reported procedure.36 A 

solution of [Me2NNF6]H (0.764 g, 1.844 mmol) in benzene (ca. 3 mL) was added to a solution of 

CuOtBu (0.252 g, 1.844 mmol) in benzene (ca. 3 mL). The solution mixture was stirred for 2 h 

and the resultant dark orange solution was dried to obtain a bright yellow powder (0.951 g, 1.713 

mmol) in 93% yield. [Me2NNF6]Cu(η2-C6H6) was used in Step 2 without further purification. 

 Step 2: A mixture of [Me2NNF6]Cu (0.931 g, 1.677 mmol) and 1.2 equiv. AgNO2 (0.310 g, 

2.010 mmol) in anhydrous fluorobenzene (~7 mL) was stirred at RT for 6 h. The resultant dark 
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green reaction mixture was filtered through syringe filter to remove the insoluble residue. The dark 

green filtrate thus obtained was evaporated under reduced pressure to afford the desired product 

as a green powder 1a. Recrystallization from a layered mixture of fluorobenzene/pentane at -40 

°C, gave X-ray quality crystals of 1a in 0.365 g (42%) yield.  Elemental analysis: calculated for 

C21H19F6N3O2Cu: C, 48.23; H, 3.66; N, 8.04. Found: C, 48.39; H, 3.62; N, 7.94. UV-vis (benzene, 

25 °C): λmax = 598 nm (ε = 502 M-1cm-1). 

 

Figure 3.29. A) UV-vis spectra of 1a in benzene at 25 °C at different concentrations. B) Beer’s 

law plot for 1a depicts λmax/nm (ε/M-1cm-1) = 598 (502). 
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 Synthesis and Characterization of [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) (3) 

 A mixture of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) (0.186 g, 0.308 mmol) and 1 equiv.  2,4-di-tert-

butylphenol (0.064 g, 0.308 mmol) in anhydrous THF was stirred at RT for 48 h. The color of the 

solution mixture turned from green to dark red/brown. The resultant solution was filtered and dried 

under vacuum to obtain dark red microcrystalline solid (0.206 g, 0.260 mmol) in 84% yield. X-ray 

quality crystals were obtained from a concentrated solution of the product in pentane at -40 °C. 

Elemental analysis: *X-ray crystallography data indicates that one highly disordered pentane 

solvent molecule is present per Cu. Calculated for C34H34Cl4F6N3O2Cu: C, 48.85; H, 4.10; N, 5.03. 

Found: C, 49.24; H, 4.52; N, 4.94. UV-vis (benzene, 25 °C): λmax = 550 nm (ε = 2510 M-1cm-1) 

and λmax = 645 nm (ε = 1750 M-1cm-1). 

 

Figure 3.30. A) UV-vis spectra of 3 in THF at 25 °C at different concentrations. B) Beer’s 

law plot for 3 depicts λmax/nm (ε/M-1cm-1) = 550 (2510), 645 (1750). 

 

 Synthesis and Characterization of [CuII](2-O,O’-3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone) (4) 

 A mixture of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) (0.245 g, 0.406 mmol) and 1 equiv.  3,5-di-tert-

butylcatechol (0.090 g, 0.406 mmol) in anhydrous benzene was stirred at RT for 30 min. Gas 
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bubbles were observed upon mixing the two reagents and the green color of 1 turned into a darker 

green. The resultant solution was dried to obtain dark green microcrystalline solid (0.288 g, 0.369 

mmol) in 91% yield. X-ray quality crystals were obtained from a concentrated solution of the 

product in pentane at -40 °C. Elemental analysis: calculated for C31H27Cl4F6N2O2Cu: C, 47.80; H, 

3.49; N, 3.60. Found: C, 47.90; H, 3.63; N, 3.59. UV-vis (benzene, 25 °C): λmax = 630 nm (ε = 

1140 M-1cm-1) and λmax = 985 nm (ε = 583 M-1cm-1). 

 

Figure 3.31. A) UV-vis spectra of 4 in THF at 25 °C at different concentrations. B) Beer’s law 

plot for 4 depicts λmax/nm (ε/M-1cm-1) = 630 (1140), 985 (583). 

 

 Synthesis and Characterization of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy Radical (tBu3ArO•) 

 

Scheme 3.21. Synthesis of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•). 

 The 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•) was prepared following a slightly modified 

procedure.37 To a solution of the parent phenol, 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (1.25 g, 4.76 mmol) in 
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80 mL benzene, 15 mL of 1M NaOH was added under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was 

degassed using two freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The solution was frozen again and potassium 

ferricyanide (3.94 g, 11.97 mmol) was added, followed by another freeze-pump-thaw cycle. Upon 

warming to room temperature, the reaction was allowed to stir for about two hours. The solvent 

was then removed under vacuum and the solid was transferred to a glovebox where it was dissolved 

in 100 mL diethyl ether and filtered. The filtrate was dried under vacuum and the blue powder 

obtained was dissolved in minimum amount of acetonitrile. Dark blue crystals were grown 

overnight at - 40 °C in 50 % yield (0.63 g, 2.40 mmol). The product was characterized by UV-vis 

spectroscopy in benzene by its characteristic band at 626 nm with an absorption coefficient of  = 

329 M-1 cm-1 at room temperature (Figure 3.32). 

 

Figure 3.32. UV-vis spectra of tBu3ArO• at different concentrations in benzene at room 

temperature (left). Extinction coefficient for tBu3ArO• obtained from the plot of [tBu3ArO•] 

versus absorbance at max = 626 nm (right). 
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3.4.3. Reaction of 1 with 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol 

Qualitative Trapping of NO by (dtc)2FeII Complex 

Synthesized by a previously reported procedure,28 [(dtc)2FeII] was employed for trapping of 

nitric oxide gas using a similar experimental setup as previously reported.24 A smaller vial charged 

with a solution of 1 (1.0 mL 10.0 mM) in C6H6, was carefully placed in a larger vial containing a 

solution of (dtc)2FeII complex (10.0 mL, 1.0 mM) in CH2Cl2 and the bigger vial was sealed with a 

septum. A solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (1.0 mL 20.0 mM) in C6H6 was injected to the 

inner vial and the vials were gently shaken occasionally for 30 min. Then an aliquot (300 μL) of 

the resultant (dtc)2Fe solution from the outer vial was transferred to a quartz EPR tube and analyzed 

by X-band EPR spectroscopy. The room temperature EPR spectrum (Figure S14) exhibits a three 

line S = ½ signal at giso = 2.037 with A(14N) = 38 G, which is characteristic of (dtc)2Fe(NO) 

complexes.38 

 Characterization of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy Radical (tBu3ArO•) by EPR Spectroscopy. 

 A solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (105.0 mg, 0.400 mmol) in about 0.5 mL C6H6 was 

added to a solution of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) (2.0 mL, 4.0 mM) in C6H6. The color of the 

solution turns from dark green to yellow. The reaction mixture was stirred for 15 min before 0.4 

mL of the yellow solution mixture was transferred to an EPR tube for analysis. Formation of 2,4,6-

tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•) is evidenced from a sharp signal at g = 2.00 characteristic 

of tBu3ArO• radical.  

 Characterization of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite by 15N NMR Spectroscopy. 

 A solution of 15N-labeled [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1-15N) (49.9 mg, 0.082 mmol) in 1.0 mL C6D6 

was added to 5 equiv. 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (108.0 mg, 0.412 mmol) in a vial. The reaction 
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was stirred for 5 min before 0.6 mL of the mixture was transferred to an NMR tube for 15N NMR 

analysis. Data collection was complete after 8000 scans collected. Formation of 15N-labeled 2,4,6-

tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArO15NO) is evidenced from the chemical shift in the 15N NMR 

spectrum (Figure 3.4) which is essentially identical to the independently synthesized compound 

(see Figure 3.5). 15N NMR (41 MHz, THF):  387.0 ppm. 

 Isolation and Characterization of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) 

 To a solution of 1 (85.0 mg, 0.140 mmol) in benzene, a solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol 

(1.845 g, 7.029 mmol) was added. The color of the solution changed from dark green to brown 

with concomitant formation of a brownish-yellow precipitate. After stirring for 2 hours, the 

resultant reaction mixture was filtered to separate the yellow solution and the brownish-yellow 

precipitate 2. The brownish-yellow residue was then washed thoroughly with pentane and dried 

under vacuum. FT-IR spectra of 2 shows a sharp vibrational band at 3652 cm-1 diagnostic of a 

bis(-hydroxo)dicopper(II) species. Gravimetric analysis gave the yield to be 64.1 mg (82%). X-

ray quality crystals were grown from a cold pentane solution and a unit cell collection confirms 

the formation of 2 which has been previously reported.28  

3.4.4. Synthesis and Characterization of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO) and 

Formation of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy Radical (tBu3ArO•) 

 NMR Spectra of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO) 

• 1H NMR 

 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO) was synthesized using a previously reported 

procedure by Koley et al.39 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  1.06 (s, 9H, Ar-C-(CH3)3). As inferred 

from the spectrum, there are peaks from the excess tBuONO:  1.21 (s, 9H, ONO-(CH3)3) and the 
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unreacted 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol:  1.35 (s, 9H, Ar-C-(CH3)3), 1.42 (s, 18H, Ar-C-(CH3)3), 4.83 

(s, 1H, -OH), 7.37 (s, 2H, Ar-H). 

 

Figure 3.33. 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, 298 K, C6D6) of tBu3ArONO ( 1.06 ppm) in the 

presence of excess tBuO15NO (10 equiv.).  

• 15N NMR 

 15N-labeled 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArO15NO) was prepared by addition of 0.46 

mL (3.88 mmol) tBuO15NO to a solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (50.8 mg, 0.194 mmol) in 

C6D6 (0.6 mL).15N NMR (41 MHz, C6D6):  384.5 ppm. 
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 EPR Spectrum of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO): Evidence for 2,4,6-tri-

tert-butylphenoxy (tBu3ArO•) Radical Formation. 

 

 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl nitrite (tBu3ArONO) was synthesized following a procedure reported 

in the literature.39 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (270 mg, 1.028 mmol) was exposed to a large excess 

of tert-butyl nitrite (2.45 mL, 20.6 mmol) under neat conditions at room temperature for 10 min. 

The color of the reaction mixture immediately turned from yellow to green, then to a very bright 

blue. A 30 µL aliquot of the reaction mixture was diluted to 10.0 mL in benzene and 0.4 mL of 

that solution was transferred to an EPR tube for analysis. EPR analysis shows the transformation 

of tBu3ArONO to a stable tBu3ArO• radical under reaction conditions. Formation of tBu3ArO• was 

evidenced from a sharp EPR signal at g = 2.00 previously reported as a characteristic signal for 

tBu3ArO• radical.37 

3.4.5. Equilibrium Constant for tBu3ArONO Dissociation into tBu3ArO• and NO 

 The dissociation constant for loss of NO from tBu3ArONO to give tBu3ArO• was obtained using 

UV-vis spectroscopy. A solution of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenoxy radical (tBu3ArO•) was prepared 

by dissolving blue crystals of tBu3ArO• (0.131 g, 0.5 mmol, 20.0 mM) in 25 mL benzene. Under 

air-free conditions, a saturated solution of nitric oxide in benzene was prepared by purging NO gas 

into a benzene-filled flask for 20 minutes.  Based on the Ostwald solubility constant40,12 for NO in 

benzene at 24.6 °C, this provides a benzene solution with [NO] = 12.2 mM (equation 1). 

 Two runs of UV-vis collections were performed and compared to yield the equilibrium 

constant. In the first run, 1.0 mL of the tBu3ArO• solution was transferred to a UV-vis cuvette 

sealed with rubber septum and 3.0 mL of pure benzene was added to the solution (navy line on the 

diagram, noted as “before NO addition”). In the second run, 1.0 mL of the tBu3ArO• solution was 
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transferred to a UV-vis cuvette sealed with rubber septum and 3.0 mL of the NO-saturated benzene 

solution was added, leading to the emergence of the band at 626 nm with decreased intensity. 

Assuming additive volumes, the concentration of tBu3ArO• could be calculated allowing for the 

estimation of an equilibrium constant at RT of 29.2 mM (equation 1). 

 The equilibrium constant was calculated based on the equation 1. The concentration of nitric 

oxide was calculated based on the Ostwald solubility coefficient reported in the literature using 

equation 2. 

 Equilibrium Constant Expression (Eq. 1) 

 

 Equation Used to Calculate Nitric Oxide Concentration (Eq. 2) 

 

3.4.6. Quantitative NO Trapping by [T(O-Me)PP]CoII Complex 

 Here we explain the setup, experimentation, and calculation process that was employed to 

determine the quantitative yield of nitric oxide generated in different reactions throughout this 

work. Scheme 3.22 serves as a general reaction scheme that can be generalized to other reactions. 
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Scheme 3.22. Use of a cobalt(II) complex to quantify the release of nitric oxide. 

 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine cobalt(II) [T(O-Me)PP]CoII 

complex was used for trapping nitric oxide. Commercially purchased [T(O-Me)PP]CoII was 

purified by column chromatography to yield a pure purple powder before use. Nitric oxide was 

trapped using a gas-transfer setup pictured in Figure S1. Details of the reaction between 1 and 2,4-

di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP) are shared as an example. Other reactions are performed under 

similar conditions. 

 General setup (Figure 3.34): A vial charged with [CuII](O2N) was carefully connected to 

another vial containing a solution of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII via cannula. Duroquinone was used as the 

quantitative NMR standard in the cobalt(II) solution. First vial was then purged with a flow of 

N2(g) and the second reagent (i.e. substituted phenol, or -tocopherol, or PMC) in 1.5 mL C6H6 

was injected via syringe. The solution in both vials were stirred for 30 min before 0.5 mL of the 

cobalt(II) solution was transferred to an NMR tube for analysis. 
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Figure 3.34. Gas transfer setup used for NO quantification. 

 

 Quantification was based on the integration of the 1H NMR spectrum of the [T(O-

Me)PP]CoII(NO) during each reaction in presence of a quantitative NMR (Q-NMR) standard. 

Here, we used duroquinone as the Q-NMR standard. [T(O-Me)PP]CoII and [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) 

have completely different NMR profiles as shown in Figure 3.35 which makes them suitable for 

this analysis. 
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Figure 3.35. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, 298 K, CDCl3) of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII (bottom), and 

[T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) generated from the reaction of 1 and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (top). 

 

 To quantify the NO-bound Co(II) complex, a calibration curve was obtained the independently 

synthesized [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) based on the mole ratio of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) to the Q-

NMR standard (Figure 3.36). As shown in the stacked NMR spectra (Figure S4), the peak at  4.1 

ppm which is growing as the concentration of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) increases in the solution, can 

be used as a handle to determine the mole ratio of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) versus the standard.  
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Figure 3.36. NMR calibration for [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO). 

 
Figure 3.37. The integration ratio of peak at  4.1 ppm versus standard at different mole 

ratios of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII(NO) in the solution. 
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Scheme 3.23. General reaction scheme for NO quantification with cobalt(II) complex. 

 

Table 3.5. A summary of yields obtained for NO release reported in this work. 

Reaction NO Yield 

2,4,6-TTBP + tBuONO 73 % 

2,4-DTBP + tBuONO 57 % 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) + 2,4-DTBP (in benzene) 99 % 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  + 2,4-DTBP (in THF) 38 % 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) + catechol 75 % 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) + -tocopherol 73 % 

[Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) + PMC 88 % 

 

 

3.4.7. Reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

 Quantitative Trapping of NO by [T(O-Me)PP]CoII Complex 

 A vial charged with 1 (12.0 mg, 0.0198 mmol), was carefully connected to another vial 

containing a solution of [T(O-Me)PP]CoII (2.0 mL 10.0 mM) via cannula. Duroquinone was used 

as the quantitative NMR standard in the cobalt(II) solution. First vial was then purged with a flow 

of N2(g) and 20 equiv. 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in 1.5 mL C6H6 (95.0 mg, 0.461 mmol) was injected 

via syringe. The solution in both vials were stirred for 30 min before 0.5 mL of the cobalt(II) 
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solution was transferred to an NMR tube for analysis. Quantitative 1H NMR spectroscopy gives a 

72% yield for NO(g) generation in this reaction. 

 Quantitative Analysis of Biphenol (5) and Nitrophenol (7) by GC-MS Spectroscopy 

 Calibration curves were obtained for independently synthesized biphenol 5 to analyze the 

product distribution in the reaction between 1 and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (Scheme S11). The 

amounts of biphenol vary with solvent.  Addition of 30 equiv. DTBP to 15 mM [CuII](2-O2N) (1) 

in benzene and THF at RT led to the formation of biphenol 5 in 128% and 22% yields, respectively. 

In benzene, the nitrophenol 7 also forms in 6% yield, but is not observed in THF since likely 

intermediate nitrosophenol 6 likely reacts quickly with [CuII]2(-OH)2 (2) to form the copper(II) 

nitrosophenolate 3.  The >100% yield for biphenol formation in benzene is due to reaction of 2,4-

DTBP with [CuII]2(-OH)2 (2) (formed in the reaction of 2,4-DTBP with [CuII](2-O2N) (1)) which 

forms biphenol 5. 

 Characterization of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) 

 To a solution of 1 (96 mg, 0.159 mmol) in C6H6 (1.0 mL), a solution of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

(1.610 g, 7.803 mmol) in C6H6 (1.5 mL) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for about 5 

hours and color of the solution changed from dark green to brownish-yellow over the course of 

reaction time. After 5 hours stirring, the resultant reaction mixture was filtered to separate the 

yellow solution and the brownish-yellow precipitate 2. The residue was washed thoroughly with 

pentane and dried under reduced pressure. FT-IR spectrum of 2 (Figure 3.38) shows a sharp 

vibrational band at 3660 cm-1 characteristics of a bis(-hydroxo)dicopper(II) species previously 

reported.28 Gravimetric analysis gave the yield to be 56.0 mg, 0.047 mmol, 72%. 
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Figure 3.38. FT-IR spectrum (KBr pellet) of the brownish yellow residue 2 obtained from 

the reaction of 1 with xs. 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. FT-IR of 2 (KBr pellet): OH 3660 cm-1. 

 

 Reaction of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

 A solution of {[Cl2NNF6]Cu}2(-OH)2 (2) (46.1 mg, 0.040 mmol) in benzene (ca. 0.5 mL) was 

added to excess (20 equiv.) 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (164.8 mg, 0.799 mmol). GC-MS analysis of 

the mixture in benzene in presence of an internal standard shows 98% formation of biphenol (5) 

in this reaction. For obtaining the normalized yields, the ratios of integrated areas 

(Product/Standard) were obtained from GC analysis of each sample. 

3.4.8. Reaction of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol with tert-butyl nitrite (tBuONO) 

 To independently characterize the products of the reaction between [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) 

and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol, the following reaction was performed. 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol was 

treated with excess (20 equiv.) of a potent nitrosating agent, tBuONO, under neat conditions. First 

product characterized by GC-MS analysis is 3,3’,5,5’-tetra-tert-butyl-[1,1’-biphenyl]-2,2’-diol 
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(5). Since the reaction was carried out under air-free conditions, we were anticipating the second 

product to be 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrosophenol (6),39 but the compound that is isolated is the 

corresponding nitro compound 7. This product mixture is the same as what we observe for the 

reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol under anaerobic conditions. 

 

Scheme 3.24. Reaction of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol with tBuONO. 
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 Isolation of 3,3’,5,5’-tetra-tert-butyl-[1,1’-biphenyl]-2,2’-diol (5) 

 The synthesis of 5 and 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) was carried out following a procedure 

for a similar substituted phenol.39 A solution of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (3.1 g, 0.015 mol) was 

exposed to a large excess of tert-butyl nitrite (36 mL, 0.300 mol) under neat conditions at room 

temperature for 15 min (Scheme 3.24). GC-MS analysis of the mixture in benzene, based on a 

calibration curve for biphenol (5) and a separate calibration curve for 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-

nitrophenol (7), shows 48% formation of biphenol (5) as the major product and 22% formation of 

2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) as the second product in this reaction (Figure 3.39). For 

obtaining the calibration curve in order to determine normalized yields, the ratios of integrated 

areas (Product/Standard) were obtained from GC analysis of each sample. 

 

Figure 3.39. GC profile of the reaction mixture obtained upon addition of excess tert-butyl 

nitrite to a solution consisting 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol and two equiv. 1,2,4,5-

tetrachlorobenzene (as internal standard) in C6H6. Product mixture includes biphenol (5) 

(retention time: 11.62 min) and 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) (retention time: 9.17 min). The 

unassigned peaks correspond to ligand residue. Analysis of this GC analysis provides a GC yield 

of 48% for 5 and 22% for 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7). 
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 Isolation of 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) 

 Upon evaporation of volatile components in the initial reaction described in Scheme 3.24, a 

yellow paste was obtained. The residue was purified by column chromatography (hexanes-EtOAc, 

9:1) to furnish 7 as a bright yellow oil in 0.291 g (4%) yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ 1.32 

(s, 9H, Ar-C-(CH3)3), 1.45 (s, 9H, Ar-C-(CH3)3), 7.65 (d, 2H, m-Ar-H), 7.95 (d, 2H, m-Ar-H), 

11.46 (s, 1H, o-Ar-OH). 13C{1H} NMR (100 MHz, C6D6): δ 153.2, 141.8, 139.9, 132.1, 119.2, 

31.0, 29.5. HRMS (ESI/Q-TOF) m/z: [M]+ Calcd for C14H21NO3: 251.1521; Found 251.1516.  

 

 

Figure 3.40. 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, 298 K, CDCl3) of 7. Solvent impurities have been 

marked with an asterisk. 
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Figure 3.41. 13C NMR spectrum (100 MHz, 298 K, C6D6) of 7. Solvent impurities have been 

marked with an asterisk. 

 

The low yield in the synthesis of 2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-nitrophenol (7) hindered further purification 

of the product. Spectra shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.41 are from the product with ca. 90% purity. 

3.4.9. Kinetics of the reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. 

 A solution of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1) in C6H6 (2.0 mL, 2.0 mM) was taken in a quartz cuvette 

capped with a septum. A solution of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in C6H6 (0.2 mL, 488.0 mM) was 

injected to the previous solution at 30 °C and the progress of the reaction was followed by UV-vis 

spectroscopy. The absorption feature of 1 at 610 nm started to decay as the reaction proceeded. 
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The pseudo first-order rate constant (kobs) at 30 C was obtained from the slope of the linear plot 

ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 610 nm at time t, Af = absorbance 

at  = 610 nm at the end of the reaction, and Ai = absorbance at  = 610 nm at the start of the 

reaction. The pseudo first-order rate constants were determined for different concentrations of 2,4-

di-tert-butylphenol added. The pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs’s) were then plotted against 

the concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in order to obtain second-order rate constant k2 (30 

°C) = 6.3(1) × 10-2 M-1s-1.  

 

3.4.10. Eyring Analysis of the Reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

 Stock solutions of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP) in 

benzene were prepared as described earlier. For independent reactions at different temperatures 

(20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 C), 2.0 mL 2.0 mM solution of 1 (4.0 μmol) in benzene was taken 

in a quartz cuvette capped with a rubber septum. The sealed cuvette was then placed in a cryostat 

(at specified temperature) connected to a UV-vis spectrometer. 50 equiv. 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

(200 L 1.0 M solution) was injected to the cuvette and the reaction was monitored by following 

the time-dependent UV-vis absorption spectra. 

Pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) at different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 

C) were obtained from the slope of the linear plots ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = 

absorbance at  = 610 nm at time t, Af = absorbance at  = 610 nm at the end of the reaction, and 

and Ai = absorbance at  = 610 nm at the start of the reaction. Second-order rate constant (k2) at 

different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 C) were calculated from k2 = kobs/ [2,4-DTBP]; 
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where, [2,4-DTBP] = concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. A plot of ln(k2/T) versus 1/T (T = 

temperature in K) provides the activation parameters. 

3.4.11. Hammett Plot for the Reaction of 1 with para-X-substituted Phenols 

 Following procedure was performed four times for four different p-substituted phenols: A 

solution of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1) in C6H6 (2.0 mL, 2.0 mM) was taken in a quartz cuvette 

capped with a septum. A solution of para-X-substituted phenol in C6H6 (0.2 mL, ca. 500 mM) was 

injected to the previous solution at 30 °C and the progress of the reaction was followed by UV-vis 

spectroscopy. The absorption feature of 1 at 610 nm started to decay as the reaction proceeded. 

The pseudo first-order rate constant (kobs) at 30 C was obtained from the slope of the linear plot 

ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 610 nm at time t, Af = absorbance 

at  = 610 nm at the end of the reaction, and and Ai = absorbance at  = 610 nm at the start of the 

reaction. Second-order rate constant (k2) was then calculated from k2 = kobs/[p-X-phenol]; where, 

[p-X-phenol] = concentration of para-X-substituted phenol. The Hammett plot is provided by 

plotting log k2 versus  ( = Hammett constant). 

3.4.12. Kinetics of the Reaction of 1a with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

 A solution of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1a) in C6H6 (2.0 mL, 2.0 mM) was taken in a quartz 

cuvette capped with a septum. A solution of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in C6H6 (0.2 mL, 490.9 mM) 

was injected to the previous solution at 30 °C and the progress of the reaction was followed by 

UV-vis spectroscopy. The absorption feature of 1a at 598 nm started to decay as the reaction 

proceeded. The pseudo first-order rate constant (kobs) at 30 C was obtained from the slope of the 

linear plot ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 598 nm at time t, Af = 
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absorbance at  = 598 nm at the end of the reaction, and Ai = absorbance at  = 598 nm at the start 

of the reaction. The pseudo first-order rate constants were determined for different concentrations 

of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol added. The pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs’s) were then plotted 

against the concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in order to obtain the second-order rate 

constant k2 (30 °C) = 6.4(6) × 10-3 M-1s-1 in the following rate law: 

Rate = k2[[CuII](O2N)][phenol] 

3.4.13. Eyring Analysis of the Reaction of 1a with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

 Stock solutions of [Me2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1a) and 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP) in 

benzene were prepared as described earlier. For independent reactions at different temperatures 

(20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 C), 2.0 mL 2.0 mM solution of 1a (4.0 μmol) in benzene was taken 

in a quartz cuvette capped with a rubber septum. The sealed cuvette was then placed in a cryostat 

(at specified temperature) connected to a UV-vis spectrometer. 50 equiv. 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

(400 L 0.5 M solution) was injected to the cuvette and the reaction was monitored by following 

the time-dependent UV-vis absorption spectra. 

 Pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) at different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 

C) were obtained from the slope of the linear plots ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = 

absorbance at  = 598 nm at time t, Af = absorbance at  = 598 nm at the end of the reaction, and 

and Ai = absorbance at  = 598 nm at the start of the reaction. Second-order rate constant (k) at 

different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 C) were calculated from k = kobs/ [2,4-DTBP]; 

where, [2,4-DTBP] = concentration of 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol. A plot of ln(k/T) versus 1/T (T = 

temperature in K) provides the activation parameters. 
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Figure 3.42. (a) Kinetics for the reaction of [Me2NNF6]Cu(
2
-O2N) (1a) with 2,4-di-tert-

butylphenol in benzene at 20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 C as monitored through plots of 

ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 598 nm at time t, Af = 

absorbance at  = 598 nm at the end of the reaction, and Ai = absorbance at  = 598 nm at 

the start of the reaction. (b) Eyring plot of ln(k2/T) versus 1/T (T = temperature in K) over 

different temperatures employing the second-order rate constants (Table 3.6). 
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Table 3.6. Second-order rate constants (k2) at different temperatures (20 C, 30 C, 40 C, and 50 

C) for the reaction of [Me2NNF6]Cu(
2
-O2N) (1a) with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol in benzene. 

T (K) 1/T (K-1) k2 (M-1s-1) ln(k2/T) 

293.15 3.41×10-3 3.34×10-3 -11.4 

303.15 3.30×10-3 7.35×10-3 -10.6 

313.15 3.19×10-3 1.72×10-2 -9.81 

323.15 3.09×10-3 4.03×10-2 -8.99 

 

 

Table 3.7. Activation parameters from the reaction of [Me2NNF6]Cu(
2
-O2N) (1a) with 2,4-di-

tert-butylphenol in benzene. 

H (kcal/mol) S (cal/K.mol) G (kcal/mol) at 30 °C 

15.1(5) - 18.6(16) eu 20.7(8) 

 

 

3.4.14. Magnetic Moment of [CuII](2-O,O’-3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone) (4) 
 The room temperature (301.23 K) solution magnetic moment of [CuII](2-O,O’-3,5-di-tert-

butyl-o-semiquinone) (4) was determined using Evans method. 0.01 M solution of complex 4 in 

C6D6 was prepared by dissolving crystalline complex 4 in C6D6 and tetramethylsilane (TMS) was 

used as standard. The Evans Method calculation provides μeff ≈ 2.54 μB, which is close to the spin-

only magnetic moment of 2.82 μB for two unpaired electrons per molecule.  

3.4.15. Kinetics of the Reaction of 1 with PMC 

 A solution of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N)  (1) in toluene (2.0 mL, 2.0 mM) was taken in a quartz 

cuvette capped with a septum. A solution of PMC in toluene (0.15 mL, 417.1 mM) was injected to 

the previous solution at -40 °C and the progress of the reaction was followed by UV-vis 
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spectroscopy. A new absorption feature of at 1050 nm started to rise as the reaction proceeded. 

The pseudo first-order rate constant (kobs) at -40 C was obtained from the slope of the linear plot 

ln{(At-Af)/(Ai-Af)} versus time; where, At = absorbance at  = 1050 nm at time t, Af = absorbance 

at  = 1050 nm at the end of the reaction, and Ai = absorbance at  = 1050 nm at the start of the 

reaction. The pseudo first-order rate constants were determined for different concentrations of 

PMC added. The pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs’s) were then plotted against the 

concentration of PMC in order to obtain second-order rate constant k2 (-40 °C) = 9.9(6) × 10-3 M-

1s-1. 

From the Eyring analysis of the reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (2,4-DTBP), we can 

predict the rate of the reaction at -40 °C as shown below. 

 
 Extrapolating the second-order rate constant for the reaction of 1 with 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol 

at -40 °C via the Eyring analysis gives k = 1.7 × 10-5 M-1s-1.  This rate is almost 3 orders of 

magnitude slower than that measured for PMC at -40 °C (9.9(6) × 10-3 M-1s-1), indicating the high 

rate of reaction with PMC relative to other phenols. 
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3.4.16. Kinetics of the Reaction of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) with PMC 

 A solution of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) in pentane (2.0 mL, 1.79 mM) was taken in a quartz 

cuvette capped with a rubber septum. The sealed cuvette was then placed in a cryostat (at -40 °C) 

connected to a UV-vis spectrometer. The time dependent UV-vis absorption spectra were collected 

for following the reaction, after injecting a solution of PMC (0.2 mL, 79.4 mM) via syringe. 

Instantly upon addition of PMC, the band at 500 nm corresponding to [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) 

disappears and two new bands at 620 nm and 1050 nm start to grow. These new bands are the 

same as ones observed in the reaction of [Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N) (1) with PMC. The color of the 

solution turns from a deep red to a dark blue-green. It is important to note that the product of this 

reaction is remarkably temperature-sensitive as the product solution turned from dark blue-green 

to yellow within seconds after the cuvette was taken out of the cryostat and allowed to warm up. 

 

Figure 3.43. Reaction of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) with PMC.  

 

3.4.17. Isolation of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) and [CuI]2(−2:1-PMC-2H) (9) 

 Isolation of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) 

 A solution of PMC (52.3 mg, 0.238 mmol) in 3.0 mL dichloromethane was added to a solution 

of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) (46.3 mg, 0.073 mmol) in 1.0 mL dichloromethane. The color of the 
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solution instantly turned from deep red to dark blue-green. After stirring the solution for 1 h, the 

resultant solution was filtered through syringe filter. The filtrate was dried under vacuum and the 

product was dissolved in minimum amount of pentane. Allowing to stand at -40 °C for a week, 

very few dark red crystals of [CuI](2-PMC) (8) were obtained and characterized by X-ray 

crystallography. Compound 8 decays rapidly when taken out of the mother liquor. Therefore, the 

attempts to obtain the spectroscopic profile of the crystals by UV-vis were not successful.   

 

Scheme 3.25. Reaction of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) with PMC. 

 

 Isolation of [CuI]2(−2:1-PMC-2H) (9) 

 A cold (-40 °C) suspension of PMC (15.6 mg, 0.071 mmol) in 1.0 mL pentane was added to a 

cold solution of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) (21.7 mg, 0.034 mmol) in 0.5 mL pentane. The color of 

the solution instantly turned from deep red to dark blue-green. The solution mixture was shaken 

well and put in freezer without further purification. Allowing to stand at -40 °C for three days, few 

dark colored crystals of [CuI]2(−2:1-PMC-2H) (9) were obtained and characterized by X-ray 

crystallography. Similar to the previous batch explained on top, compound 9 decays rapidly when 

taken out of the mother liquor. Therefore, the attempts to obtain the spectroscopic profile of the 

crystals by UV-vis were not successful.  
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Scheme 3.26. Reaction of [Cl2NNF6]CuII-OtBu (10) with PMC at -40 °C. 

 

3.4.18.  General X-Band EPR Details 

 EPR spectra were recorded on one of two different instruments: 

(a) a JEOL continuous wave spectrometer JES-FA200 equipped with an X-band Gunn oscillator 

bridge, a cylindrical mode cavity, and a liquid nitrogen cryostat at Georgetown University. 

(b) an X-Band Bruker EMX CW EPR controlled with a Bruker ER 041 XG microwave bridge 

operating at the X-band (~9 GHz) equipped with liquid helium cryostat at Johns Hopkins 

University.  

 EPR measurements were performed in air-tight quartz tubes. All spectra were obtained on 

freshly prepared solutions (1-3 mM in toluene) of at least 2 independently synthesized batches and 

were checked carefully for reproducibility. Background spectra were obtained on clean solvents 

at the same measurement conditions. 

 Spectral simulation was performed using the program QCMP 136 by Prof. Dr. Frank Neese 

from the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange as used by Neese et al.41 The fittings were 

performed by the “chi by eye” approach and always taking all available spectra at different 

temperatures into account. Collinear g and A tensors were used. 
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3.4.19.  General Crystallographic Details 

 Single crystals of compound 1a (CCDC 1875639), 3 (CCDC 1875640), 4 (CCDC 1875641), 8 

(CCDC 1940313), and 9 (CCDC 1940314) were mounted under mineral oil or perfluoroalkyl ether 

oil on a Mitegen Micromount in a cold nitrogen stream at 100(2) K.  Data for compounds 1a, 4, 8, 

and 9 were collected on a Bruker D8 Quest equipped with a Photon100 CMOS detector and a Mo 

ImS source.  Data for compound 3 was collected on a Bruker DUO equipped with an APEXII 

CCD detector and Mo fine-focus sealed source.  Either full spheres (triclinic) or hemispheres 

(monoclinic or higher) of data were collected (0.3 or 0.5 ω-scans; 2θmax > 50; monochromatic 

Mo Ka radiation, λ = 0.7107 Å) depending on the crystal system and integrated with the Bruker 

SAINT program. Structure solutions were performed using the SHELXTL/PC suitea and XSEEDb. 

Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects and an empirical absorption 

correction was applied using Blessing’s method as incorporated into the program SADABS.c Non-

hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters and hydrogen atoms were 

included in idealized positions. Structures were rendered with POV-Ray in XSEED using 50% 

probability ellipsoids. Further comments on disorder models: 

 [CuII](2-O,N-OArNO) (3):   

One highly disordered pentane solvent molecule per asymmetric unit was removed from the model 

by the ‘squeeze’ routine in PLATON.  The number of electrons removed is in good agreement 

with the expected number of electrons for pentane. 

 [CuII](2-O,O’-3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone) (4):   

One of the 2,6-dichlorophenyl moieties is disordered over two orientations.  The like Cl-C, N-C, 

and C-C distances were restrained to be similar.  There is also a partially occupied, disordered 
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pentane solvent molecule present in the lattice.  The solvent is disordered across a symmetry site 

and the C-C distances have been restrained to be 1.50 Å.  The atoms of the solvent molecule were 

also restrained to behave relatively isotropic.  Similar displacement amplitudes (esd 0.01) were 

imposed on disordered sites overlapping by less than the sum of van der Waals radii. 

 

References for Crystal Structure Refinement 

(a) SHELXTL-PC, Vers. 5.10; 1998, Bruker-Analytical X-ray Services, Madison, WI; G. M. 

Sheldrick, SHELX-97, Universität Göttingen, Göttingen,Germany.  

(b) L. Barbour, XSEED, 1999.  

(c) SADABS; G. M. Sheldrick, 1996, based on the method described in R. H. Blessing, Acta 

Crystallogr. Sect. A, 1995, 51, 33.  

(d) Spek, A. L., Structure validation in chemical crystallography. Acta. Crystallogr. Sect. D Biol. 

Crystallogr. 2009, 65 (Pt 2), 148-55. 
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APPENDIX 

SYNTHESIS OF A BULKY COPPER COMPLEX WITH BIPYRIDINE-BASED LIGAND 

 

A.1. Introduction 

 As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, our main goal was to find suitable systems with which we 

can explore nitrite reduction to NO. Therefore, we were looking for systems that enable the bound 

nitrite in copper nitrite complexes even easier to reduce. By having a neutral ligand for the copper 

nitrite complex we could make a positively charged copper(II) nitrite which is thermodynamically 

much more favorable toward reduction. Thus, we decided to switch from the negatively charged 

-diketiminato ligand to a neutral bipyridine-based ligand. In addition, we wanted to have some 

extra bulk around the copper center so that it could protect against dimerization and other side 

reaction. To achieve the steric hinderance around copper, we opted for a mesitylene-bound 

bipyridine ligand. Here we explain the synthesis and characterization of the bipyridine-base ligand, 

as well as the corresponding copper complex. Some of the reactivity of the copper complex will 

also be explored mostly through reaction characterized by X-ray crystallography. 

 

Figure A.1. Target copper(II) nitrite complex to promote more facile reduction to NO.   
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A.2. Results and Discussion 

A.2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of MesBipy Ligand 

 The ligand MesBipy was synthesized in two steps by a slight modification of two previously 

reported procedures.1-2 

Step 1: 

 

Scheme A.1. Synthesis of dibromobipyridine as a precursor for MesBipy ligand. 

 2,6-Dibromopyridine (7.03 g, 29.7 mmol) was suspended in 40 mL of anhydrous ether at -78 

°C (acetone–dry ice) under an atmosphere of nitrogen. To the mixture, a hexane solution of n-

butyllithium (2.5 M, 13.7 mL, 35.6 mmol) was added slowly over 60 min. The suspension 

gradually dissolved, and the color of the solution turned into yellow. Anhydrous copper dichloride 

(1.95 g, 14.5 mmol) was then added into the solution with vigorous stirring and the solution turned 

into a dark brown suspension. After 30 min O2 gas was infused into the flask, the mixture was 

stirred again for 40 min, and then, 50 mL of 6 M hydrochloric acid was added to the cold solution 

and the mixture was stirred for another 2 h. The resulting white solid was filtered and washed with 

0.5 M hydrochloric acid. The product was used for the next step without further purification 

because the NMR indicated that the purity was more than 99%. Yield: 1.90 g (42%). 1H-NMR 

(400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.28 (d, 2H, Ar-H, 3′), 7.93 (t, 2H, Ar-H, 4′), and 7.76 (d, 2H, Ar-H, 5′). 
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Figure A.2. 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, 298 K, DMSO-d6) of dibromobipyridine. 
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Step 2: 

 

Scheme A.2. Synthesis of MesBipy ligand. 

 The MesBipy ligand was prepared by the Suzuki coupling of the dibromobipyridine with mesityl 

boronic acid. Dibromobipyridine (1.160 g, 3.69 mmol) and 

tetrakis(triphenylphosphan)palladium(0) (213.5 mg, 0.185 mmol) were dissolved in toluene (200 

ml). A solution of mesityl boronic acid (2.08 g, 11.0 mmol) in methanol (20 ml) and sodium 

carbonate (9.8 g, 79.9 mmol) were added and the mixture was heated to reflux for 3 days. After 

cooling, the layers were separated and the organic layer was washed with a solution of sodium 

carbonate containing a small amount of ammonia. The aqueous layer was extracted with 

dichloromethane (2×50 mL) and the organic layers equally washed with the sodium carbonate 

solution. The combined organic layers were dried (MgSO4) and concentrated. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography (silica gel, dichlormethane : cyclohexane = 3:1; Rf = 0.52) to 

furnish MesBipy (872 mg, 60%) as an off-white solid. After purification, a few crystals were 

obtained that allowed for characterization of the ligand by X-ray crystallography (Figure A.4). 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, CDC13):  8.41 (dd, 2H, Ar-H), 7.82 (t, 2H, Ar-H), 7.22 (dd, 2H, Ar-H), 7.00 

(s, 4H, Mes-H), 2.38 (s, 6H, p-Me), 2.14 (s, 12H, o-Me).  
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Figure A.3. 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, 298 K, CDCl3) of MesBipy. 
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Figure A.4. Molecular structure of MesBipy. Thermal ellipsoids are shown at 50% 

probabilitylevel and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond distances (Å) and 

angles (deg): C1-C2: 1.490(4), N1-C1: 1.342(7), N2-C2: 1.351(7), N1-C1-C2: 116.3(3), C1-C2-

N2: 116.6(3). 
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A.2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6 

 

Scheme A.3. Synthesis of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6. 

 {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6 was synthesized by a slight modification of a previously reported 

procedure.3 To a solution of [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6 (108.2 mg, 0.290 mmol) in acetonitrile (~ 4 mL) 

was added a solution of MesBipy ligand (114 mg, 0.290 mmol) in acetonitrile (0.75 mL). The 

mixture was stirred for 15 min at room temperature. The resulting orange/red solution was filtered 

and dried under reduced pressure to afford an orange powder (172 mg, 90% yield). X-ray quality 

crystals were grown from a fluorobenzene solution layered with pentane and left at -40 °C (Figure 

A.6). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN): δ 8.37 (d, 2H, m-Ar-H), 8.17 (t, 2H, p-Ar-H), 7.54 (d, 2H, m-

Ar-H), 6.96 (s, 4H, Mes-H), 2.31 (s, 6H, p-Me), 1.96 (s, 12H, o-Me). 
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Figure A.5. 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, 298 K, CD3CN) of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6. 
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Figure A.6. Molecular structure of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6. Thermal ellipsoids are shown 

at 50% probabilitylevel and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond distances (Å) 

and angles (deg): Cu-N1: 2.0571 (14), Cu-N2: 2.0852(14), Cu-N3: 1.9189(17), Cu-N4: 

1.9900(16), N1-Cu-N2: 79.48(6), N3-Cu-N4: 106.27(7). 
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 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6 in dichloromethane (Figure A.7) at 

RT reveals a quasi-reversible reduction wave centered at E1/2 = 0.84 V vs Fc+/Fc. This is 

significantly higher than our -diketiminato copper nitrite complexes discussed in Chapters 2 

([iPr2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N): E1/2 = -0.42 V vs Fc+/Fc) and 3 ([Cl2NNF6]Cu(2-O2N): E1/2 = 0.33 V vs 

Fc+/Fc). Thus, CuII to CuI reduction is much more favorable in this new system than our previous 

model. This is in the right direction toward our initial goal to come up with a copper complex 

which is easier to reduce.  

 

Scheme A.4. One-electron interconversion of [CuI] and [CuII] during cyclic voltammetry. 

 
Figure A.7. Cyclic voltammogram of {[MesBipy]CuI(NCMe)2}PF6 (1.0 mM in DCM at 25 °C) 

in presence of n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M). Scan proceeds at the rate 

of 20 mV/s. E1/2 = +840 mV; E = 99 mV. 
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A.2.3. Synthesis and Characterization of {[MesBipy]Ag-PhF}BArF
4 

 

Scheme A.5. Synthesis of {[MesBipy]Ag-PhF}BArF
4. 

 A solution of MesBipy ligand (100.6 mg, 0.256 mmol) in PhF was added to a solution of 

copper iodide (48.8 mg, 0.256 mmol) in PhF. The resulting orange suspension was stirred for 20 

min before it was added to a solution of silver nitrite (39.4 mg, 0.256 mmol). The mixture was 

then added to a suspension of sodium BArF (227.1 mg, 0.256 mmol) in PhF. The resulting olive-

green mixture was filtered and the red filtrate was layered with pentane and left at -40 °C. After 

two days, the layered solution was left at room temperature for slow evaporation. After a few days, 

a few colorless needle-shaped crystals were grown which were characterized by X-ray 

crystallography (Figure A.8).   
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Figure A.8. Molecular structure of {[MesBipy]Ag-PhF}BArF
4. Thermal ellipsoids are shown at 

50% probabilitylevel and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The BArF
4 anion is also omitted 

for clarity. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Ag-N1: 2.265(7), Ag-N2: 2.323(7), Ag-

C31: 2.559(9), Ag-C32: 2.314(9), N1-Ag-N2: 73.3(2). 
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A.2.4. Synthesis and Characterization of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuII-OH2}(OTf)2 

 

Scheme A.6. Synthesis of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuII-OH2}(OTf)2. 

 A solution of MesBipy (115.4 mg, 0.294 mmol) in dichloromethane (~ 2 mL) was added to a 

solution of Cu(OTf)2 (106.3 mg, 0.294 mmol) in dichloromethane (~ 3 mL). The resulting green 

solution mixture was stirred for 1 h before it was filtered through syringe filter. The green filtrate 

was dried under reduced pressure to afford a green powder. The green powder was redissolved in 

fluorobenzene and left at RT for crystallization. X-ray quality green crystals were grown overnight 

and characterized by X-ray crystallography (Figure A.9). As evidenced by the X-ray structure, one 

of the bipyridines is missing a mesitylene arm, instead, it is bearing a methoxy group. This has 

most probably happened due to an impure batch of ligand that contained small amounts of 

Mes,OMeBiPy impurity. This impurity could be coming from the presence of methanol in the 

synthesis of the ligand, therefore, it is recommended to avoid methanol in future syntheses. 
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Figure A.9. Molecular structure of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuII-OH2}(OTf)2. Thermal ellipsoids 

are shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Two triflate anions 

were also omitted for clarity. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu-O: 1.989, Cu-N1: 

2.050, Cu-N2: 2.037, Cu-N3: 2.305, Cu-N4: 1.998, N1-Cu-N2: 81.2, N3-Cu-N4: 75.8, N2-Cu-O: 

85.3. 
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A.2.5. Synthesis and Characterization of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuI}BArF
4 

 

Scheme A.7. Synthesis of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuI}BArF
4. 

 A solution of MesBipy ligand (134 mg, 0.341 mmol) in anhydrous methanol (~ 2 mL) was 

added to a solution of hexa aqua copper perchlorate (126 mg, 0.341 mmol) in anhydrous methanol 

(~ 2 mL). The resulting solution was then added to a solution of tetrabutylammonium nitrite (197 

mg, 0.682 mmol). The mixture was then added to a solution of sodium BArF (302 mg, 0.341 

mmol) in anhydrous methanol (~ 2 mL). The resulting olive-green mixture was stirred for 1 h 

before it was filtered through syringe filter. The red filtrate was left at -40 °C to grow crystals. 

After a few days, yellow crystals were grown and characterized by X-ray crystallography (Figure 

A.10).   

A.3. Conclusion 

This new positively charged copper(I) system based on a neutral bipyridine ligand scaffold has 

shown a quite high reduction potential. This undermines its potential to be able to promote nitrite 

reduction to NO effortlessly. Future work is needed to synthesize the corresponding copper(I)/(II) 

nitrite complexes and explore nitrite activation at copper with this new ligand. We predict that 

copper(I) nitrite species based on this system will enable us to look into the electrophilic activation 
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of copper(I) nitrites in more details since the immediate release of NO will be less favored in this 

system comparing to the neutral -diketiminate-based copper(I) nitrite discussed in Chapter 2. 

 

 

Figure A.10. Molecular structure of {[MesBipy Mes,OMeBipy]CuI}BArF
4. Thermal ellipsoids are 

shown at 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The BArF
4 anion is 

also omitted for clarity. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): Cu-N1: 2.102, Cu-N2: 

2.020, Cu-N3: 2.173, Cu-N4: 2.017, N1-Cu-N2: 79.5, N3-Cu-N4: 79.6. 
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